
Margaret Chase Smith To Speak
by Marian McClure

There should be something

f interest for practically

everyone the week following

Winter Party Weekend, when
Sewanee will have the honor of

hosting Senator Margaret Chase

Smith. Senator Smith, a

Republican from Maine who
speaks at universities under the

auspices of the Woodrow Wilson

Visiting Fellows program, will

address herself to such diverse

topics as Congressional ethics,

the proper place for a woman,
McCarthyism, and the future of

the Republican party, (see

schedule of events).

Senator Smith's
qualifications and renown are

extraordinary. She represented

Maine in the U.S. House of

Representatives from 1940 to

1949, and in the U.S. Senate

from 1949 to 1973, thus being

the only woman to have served

in both Houses of Congress, and

to have been elected to the

Senate for more than two terms.

The first woman elected to a

leadership post in the U.S.

Senate, whe was three times

elected unanimously Chairman

of the Conference of All

Republican Senators. She rose

to top Republican positions on

the Armed Services Committee,

Appropriations Subcommittee

on Foreign Relations,

Preparedness Investigating

Subcommittee, Space
Committee, C.I. A.
Subcommittee and
Reorganization Subcommittee,

and to second top position on
the Appropriations Committee
and the Appropriations
Subcommittee on Defense.

It is believed that Senator

Smith is the recipient of more
honorary degrees than anyone,

living or dead, having received

no less than seventy—six

doctorates and one masters in

areas ranging from Arts,

Education, and Commerce, to

Law, Literature, and Science. In

addition to her political career,

she has been a teacher, and an

executive of telephone,

newspaper, and textile
companies. She has also been a

nationally syndicated
columnist, a columnist for

MCCALL'S magazine, and haswritten two
books, DECLARATION OF
CONSCIENCE (Doubleday,

1972), and GALLANT
WOMEN (McGraw-Hill, 1968).

Senator has along with
Mr:

Hup Poll of the Ten
(Com on page 3)
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Tarns Play Friday

A trashed student lights up for party weekend.

by Nora Frances Stone

The Tarns, a dance group

well-known on the Eastern

Seaboard, will be the highlight

of this year's Midwinters Party

Weekend. The performance,

sponsored by the
Inter-Fraternity Council, will be

held on Friday, January 3

1

from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. in

the Snack Shop of the Bishop's

Common. According to the

Council's social chairman, Ray
Bowden, the purpose of such a

large scale party is to "revive

Midwinters." For more
information on the Tarns and

the party please see the Features

section.

Activities on Saturday of

Midwinters will feature the

usual kegs, punches, and bands

at the various fraternity houses.

The ATO's and the KA's plan

to pool resources on Saturday

night. They will sell mixed
drinks at the Kappa Alpha

House.

Saturday morning at the

Beta House will include a party

with the Peones. That evening

the Beta's will host a dance from

3:00 p.m. until 1:00 a.m. The

band that will appear is Chaos.

\lr 1 be sold.

Hospital Plans Take Shape
by Annie Reasoner

Soil tests are underway and
stakes have already been placed
around the site of the new
Sewanee hospital. It is possible
that construction will begin as
eady as March 15, 1975; the
Provost of the College, Thad N.
Marsh,* stated that 'My educated
guess is that the building will be
completed in June of 1976.'

The estimated cost of the
new building-including site

Preparation, architects' fees, an
access road from University
Avenue, and the cost of the
bond issue as well as actual
construction costs-is
51,400,000. In order to raise
the money the Board of Regents
a^eed that stock from the

hospital endowment would be

pledged for a bond issue which

would finance the hospital, on
the condition that Sewanee first

raise $250,000. Dr. Gilbert F.

Gilchrist headed this fund drive,

and he expressed surprise that

'Sewanee and the surrounding

area came up with twice as

much as we had to

have-$500,000!'
With financial arrangements

well in hand, negotiations were

opened with Gresham and

Smith, a firm of architects based

in Nashville that specializes in

hospital design. (Because of

inadequate arrangements for

patient evacuation, Emerald
Hodgson Hospital is currently

operating under waivers from

the Tennessee Health Agency.

beghThe Dekes
Saturday in a festive spirit with

a traditional champagne
breakfast for the members.
Entertainment that night will

come from two sources, taped

and live music.

A pledge-active football

game followed by a keg will kick

off Party Weekend for the Delts

on Friday afternoon before the

Tarns. Saturday will be

(Cont. on page 20)

Consequently there was not

enough time for a number of

firms to put up competitive vids"

for the hospital contract.) The
contractor--J. M. Rogers of

Nashville has also had

considerable experience in

building hospitals. Thus existing

hospital plans can be adapted

for Sewanee's needs rather than

drawing up a completely new
plan. This will save a certain

amount of time and money.
Some students have

expressed concern that the

completed hospital might

damage Sewanee's appearance.

However, a genuine effort has

been made to prevent the

hospital from clashing with the

surrounding buildings. On this

(Cont. on page 2)

Stovall is

New Manager
by Anne Marie Bradford

Mr. Bobby Stovall has taken

over as the new manager of

Tiger Bay and the Snack Shop
succeeding Mr. Jerry
Crownover. Mr. Stovall has been

active in food services

management for years. He
managed the Cross-Keys

Restaurant in Nashville at one
time and presently owns and

manages the Capital Drive-in in

Winchester.

Mr. Stovall stresses that his

primary objective is to serve the

students; he is open to

suggestions, comments, and_

criticisms from any and all

patrons. The menu has been

expanded in both the Snack

Shop and the Pub. In the Snack
Shop new menu choices include

homemade chili with crackers

or cornbread, baked ham
sandwiches, ham and Swiss on
rye, and beef stew. The Pub now
offers chili and ham sandwiches

as well as hamburgers and pizza.

Another feature in the Snack
Shop will be an everyday special

on some item on the menu at an

average saving of .25. In the Pub
is a drawing for a free beer

which is given awav every hour
(Cont. on page 2)

Stovall joins
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Convocation Opens

Second Semester
by Ruth Laigle

snd semester of the

academic year was officially

opened at Convocation on

Friday, January 17. In his

the new hospital to be built

directly across from the

Sewanee Inn. Half a million

dollars was contributed by the

ity

1 c< ;pe<
Vice-Chancellor Bennett
acknowledged the church as the

center of our lives together and

expressed hope that the

University will continue to

assemble in the community
during the coming semester.

Vice-Chancellor Bennett

expressed gratitude to the

students for taking care of the

Bishop's Common. In the

commendation of the

"constructive citizenship" of

the students was reference to

the return of beer mugs stolen

from the Pub earlier in the year.

The return of most of the mugs
confirmed the confidence of the

faculty in the student body.

Dr. Bennett also reported on

Stovall
(Cont. from page 1)

on the hour beginning at 6 p.m.

On Friday nights a free pitcher

of beer will be given away at 9

p.m., in addition to the hourly

drawings for free beers. The
jukebox has been reinstalled. In

the future Happy Hours will

frature free pretzels or peanuts.

Happy Hours are every Friday

night from 4 to 6 p.m. and every

Tuesday before a Wednesday
study day from 4 to 6 p.m. Mr.

Stovall hopes to get delivery of

the new munchies before the

next Happy Hour. For Happy
Hours and Ladies Night beer

costs .35 a mug; a pitcher costs

1.65. Ladies Nights are every

Monday night.

If student response is

sufficient, the Pub will serve

breakfast Saturday morning
after the Party Weekend dance

at the Bishop's Common.
Serving will begin at about

12:15a.m.

Pub Hours are from 4 p.m. to

11:30 week nights and from 4

p.m. to midnight on Fridays.

construction of the building. It

will require 15 months of

construction and when
completed the building of

native stone will consist of basic

medical facilities, a chapel, and

chaplain 'soffice.

The community water and

sewage systems have been sold

and holes in the streets are the

result of new lines being laid. A
"student proof" water tower is

also under construction and Dr.

Bennett cautioned students to

stay away from the old and

dangerous tower.

Several new academic

programs were described by the

Vice Chancellor. A Doctor of

Ministry degree in association

with Vanderbilt is now possible

in the Seminary during the

majors are also available to

University students. A joint

interdepartmental major in

American Studies under Dr.

Anita Goodstein is now possible

as well as a degree in

Comparative Literature under

the direction of Mrs. Schaeffer.

Dr. Bennett welcomed the

55 new, and re-entering and
transfer students and reminded
all students to welcome them
also. The Vice-Chancellor also

expressed deep sadness at the

drowning death of former

student and Head of the Honor
Council, John Flynn.

Dr. Bennett urged students

to keep in mind the $25.00 fine

for following fire trucks. At the

recent St. Andrew's fire Tom
Lotti was unable to get through

the traffic. Following the trucks

is not only illegal but is

dangerous to community
safety.

The Vice-Chancellor ended
his Convocation address by
saying that it was a thrill to see

everyone back, and he

expressed his hope for "active

and honorable" citizenship on
the part of every individual.

Building Begins
(Cont. from page 1)

score, Mr. Marsh said, 'The
architect says it's so pretty we'll

be glad to be able to see it from
University Avenue.' On a more
serious note, Mr. Marsh
explained that the site-across

University Avenue from the
Sewanee Inn--was selected

because water and sewer lines

were already laid nearby. Other

sites considered would have
involved placing new utility

lines, and consequently would
have required more time and
money. Dr. Gilchrist also >

remarked that 'This new site is

much easier to get to than
Emerald Hodgson.'

The new hospital will be a

one-story building, which will

be easier to run and will require

a smaller staff than the present

two-story structure. Depending
on the arrangement of private

and semiprivate rooms, it will

have from 30 to 35 beds. It will

serve mostly the plateau area,

including Sewanee, Monteagle,
Sherwood, Tracy City and the

Interstate. Although there will

be some new equipment, the

new hospital (which is as yet
unnamed) will offer basically

the same services that Emerald
Hodgson now offers.

The fate of the present
hospital building has not yet
been decided. However, Mr.
Marsh did mention the
possibility that "It might be
renovated into a dormitory so
that we could get rid of places

likeSelden."

Man on the Street

"Man on the Street" is a new column to be

featured weekly in the PURPLE. It is an attempt to

get some student reaction to various issues

concerning Sewanee. Anyone having a specific

question of interest is invited to submit it to the

editor; all questions must be received at least a week
in advance to be considered for use.

What Do You Think of the New

Library Policy Concerning Carrels?

B.J. SHELTON
Personally I don't like it. I would prefer to see

some other decision made. I don 't know if you could

allot carrels or give carrels to certain people. I would
prefer some other method than the one now being

enforced.

HELEN MAR Y MCCLELLAN
I think it's a good idea. I don 't think that students

should claim their own carrel and keep it throughout

the semester and keep other students from using that

one. It may be a carrel next to a set of books that

you need. For example, if I wanted to use a

particular set of books and there was a carel right

next to it, it would annoy me that students who were

studying something completely different would have

all those carrels in use.

STACK SCOVILLE
As far as my personal experience is concerned I

never use the library to study. I study in my own
home and it never interferes with my studying. As far

as I'm concerned I don't care if people set up carrels

or not.

RODNEY KOCHTITZKY
I think the library policy is good mainly because

before just like they said you would go, and you
couldn't get a library carrel to use. With the
present policy hopefully that will improve.

SARA YARBROUGH
Well, I don't ever use the library but I can see

their point. I think it would be better if people could

sign out a carrel for a certain period of time, a week

or two weeks and then have to renew them instead of

keeping a whole carrel for a year.

ROSALIND THOMPSON
I don't know the situation. It seems like they are

having a real problem with it from what they said

and are dealing with it the best way they can. I've

never used it because I don 't prefer the distraction of
all the people around the library. I think there are

going to be alot of people upset about it because I

know alot of people that use the personal carrels.
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Margaret Chase Smith

Senator Margaret Smith

(Cont. from page 1}

Admired Women in the World
more often than any other

woman. In the scores of awards
and honors she has received are

repeated Woman of the Year
designation; Most Valuable

Senator ratings in press gallery

polls of political scientists; Most
Charming Woman in

Government Designation by
Charm Institute; Honest
Politician Award by LIBERTY;
National leadership Award by
the Four Chaplains; Four Top
Public Servants by GPR; Voice
of Democracy Award;
Freedoms Foundation Award;
E con omy E ducation
Association Award. She is a

member of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences

and an honorary member of

Beta Sigma Phi, Delta Kappa
Gamma, Pi Sigma Alpha, Sigma

Kappa and Theta Sigma Phi.

Very few people have

conferred with as many leaders

of nations throughout the world

as has Margaret Chase Smith and
she has been rated as one of

America's most effective

ambassadors of good will. Many
of these conferences were
featured on the SEE IT NOW
weekly CBS—TV documentary

program of Edward R. Murrow
and Fred Friendly in segments

called "The World of Margaret

Smith" and which won the

"Best Consistant Television

Presentation of Foreign

Affairs" Award of the Overseas

Press Club of America and
which Margaret Chase Smith
accepted on behalf of Murrow
and Friendly.

Carrels' Use Curtailed
by Edward C. Brewer III

In a recent change of duPont

library policy, students have

been asked not to leave personal

belongings in carrels. This new
policy reflects the increased use

of the carrels not only during

the examination period, but

also during the regular semester.

In two years the use of carrels

has almost doubled.

In an interview with Mr.
Harkins, THE PURPLE received

details not included in the

recent spo notice. The librarian

stated that the policy was
adapted in order to make the

library useful to the greatest

number of people. He
emphasized that the restrictions

are not unchangeable but were
seen as the most effective

method in which to call

attention to and alleviate the

overload on library space.

Several alternatives to the

present situation are being

contemplated: a system of
sharing carrels, extra shelves

being set aside and assigned to

those wishing to keep their

books in duPont, and lockers

both in the library and in Woods
Lab. He also mentioned the

possibility of assigning on each

Academy
News

The Mathematical
Association of America has
awarded Sewanee Academy a

certificate of merit for

outstanding proficiency in the
annual high school mathematics
contest for 1974.

The contest, open to any
students in any high school in

the United States, has been
sp o nsored by the Math
Association for approximately
20 years. A school's scores are
obtained by adding the scores of
the top three contestants. Miller
Puckette, David Bates and
Thomas Arnold, all of Sewanee,
were the Academy high scorers.

floor a certain number of carrels

which will be only for use on a

first come basis and from which

all items will be picked up daily.

Any of these would provide

carrel space for students'

occasional use. The Library
staff is presently moving more
tables into the main reading
room and stack areas in order to
create thirty to forty additional

seats.

Mr. Harkins indicated his

desire to hear students' opinions

on the subject, saying, "We can't

do what is best for all until we
know what they want." Making

use of this opportunity to

communicate their needs to the

library will result in a policy

preserving both convenience

and availability of space for

students.

Dorms
Renovated

by Jennifer Snider

A number of dorm
renovations are in progress and
will be completed by the end of

the semester. The common
rooms of Trezevant, Hunter,

and McCrady are being redone.

Furniture repairs and new
curtins will give new life to these

lounge rooms. In Hunter an

extra lounge room has been
added in the basement to

supplement the samll common
room. The decor of woodei
couches with cushions,
carpeting, and a small stove

make this a functional,

comfortable room. Another
renovation project presently in

progress is the carpeting of

Selden. In addition, a dormitory

room was converted recently to

room.

complement each other will be

placed together. Mrs. Cushman
said, "We gradually hope to

bring the dorms up to a

standard." There are no plans at

present to convert a men's dorm
to women's quarters for next

year.

MARGARET CHASE SMITH-SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

Dr. Goodstein's American History class

Walsh Ellet 302

2:00 p.m., "Women in Today's Society"

Grosvenor Lounge, St. Luke's

Tuesday, February 4 . . . . . .9:00a.m. "The President and Congress"

Dr. Lancaster's class. The Presidency

Walsh Ellet 310

1 1:00 a.m., "Politics and the Environment"

Lecture Room in Snowden Forestry Building

4:00 p.m., Open House

at Benedict Hall Common Room

8:1 5, "Congressional Ethics"

Guerry Auditorium

Wednesday, February 5 4:00 p.m.'The Proper Place

for a Woman", AAUW open meeting

Grosvenor Lounge, St. Luke's

Thursday, February 6 . 8:00 'The Decline of Legislatures?"

Dr. Gilchrist's Legislative

Process class

Walsh Ellet. 208

1 0-2, Sewanee Academy

4:00, "The Future of the

Republican Party"

Student Forum, Bishop's Common Lounge

7:30, Open House

Johnson Hall Common Room

\
WILLIAM C. LEWIS-SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

Monday, February 3 . . . 12:45, Awrnspace Studies 402

Wednesday February 5 ......... 4:00 Pre-Law Club

Bishop's Common Lounge

Offers New Degree

The renovation of Tuckaway
is planned for this summer. The
basement is in particular need of
repair and an architact is

drawing up possible plans for

that floor. Mrs. Cushman, Dean
of Women, stated, "The
Regents will have to determine
how much renovation is

feasible." The extent of
renovation depends upon the

availability of funds.

The furniture of the dorm
common rooms is being shifted

so that the pieces that match or

A new degree program is now
offered by the University of the

South School of Theology in

conjunction with the
Vanderbilt University Divinity

School in Nashville. The
program, to be pursued in the

summer and leading to the D.

Min. (Doctor of Ministry), was
approved by the Sewanee
Senate at its last meeting and
has been announced by the

deans of the two institutions.

At the same time Sewanee's

37-year-old summer Graduate
School of Theology will be

phased out. Vanderbilt closed

out its summer program two
years ago, with its candidates

working at Sewanee. The two
institutions form the
Sewanee-Vanderbilt
Theological Coalition and the

new program, which must be
pursued at both universities, is a

fruit of this collaboration. For

many years the two theological

schools have actively explored

areas in which they might work
together advantageously to

serve the church.

The D. Min. degree is the

second professional degree

following the basic M. Div.

(Master of Divinity), the Rev.

Donald S. Armentrout of the

Sewanee faculty explained. Dr.

Armentrout is director of the

new joint program, heading a

committee of three
representatives from each

institution. The object is to give

candidates an opportunity to

pursue the work in the summer,
since it is difficult for many to

do so at other times.

Plans include course

offerings on both campuses.

Vanderbilt will continue to

offer the work toward the D.

Min. during the regular

academic year. The new

will take three to five

. j for completion.

The D. Min. brings to a total

of four the degrees in theology

offered by the University of the

South. In addition to the Master*

of Divinity awarded graduates

of the seminary, there is a

two-year program leading to the

M.T.S. (Master of Theological

Studies). This is basically an

academic degree for persons not

training for the parish ministry.

The S.T.M. (Master of Sacred

Theology), toward which

summer graduate studies have

led in the past, will continue to

be offered but it is considered

primarily a research degree

while the new D. Min. has a

definite professional
orientation for parish ministry.

Interested people may
contact the director of the

program, Dr. Donald
Armentrout, the School of

Theology, Sewanee, Tennessee
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As We See It

Why The PURPLE?
It is commonly said that there is no news in

Sewanee. This statement is true if one equates news

with murder, rape, and robbery. In addition,

considering the size of the community, word of mouth

usually precides the printed word. In essence, one must

ask the age-old question, "Why is their a student

newspaper?"
Obviously, the reason, unlike our big city sisters, is

not simply to keep the public informer. World affairs

and such pertinent news are readily accessible every

hour on the hour over television, radio, and the major

dailies of the nation. A weekly newspaper in any

context can not begin to compete. Therefore, a college

weekly is restricted to campus events and activities. A
campus newspaper is a source of information

purtaining to such areas as coming events, policy

changes, and general interest. The newspaper also

serves as a public service medium for activities such as

the Blood Drive, the Thanksgiving baskets, and student

volunteers. One of the most important reasons for the

paper is the interaction that it creates between the

University and the community. Students did not

become acquainted with the community and its

projects through the paper perhaps the gap between

University and community would be far greater.

The surprisingly large number of subscriptions to

the PURPLE is evidence of the outside interest that

people have in Sewanee. Alumni are interested in new
developments concerning the university while parents

wish to keep up with the activities of their children.

Other university publications such as the SEWANEE
REVIEW and THE SEWANEE NEWS are not key to

the lives and opinions of the students presently

enrolled as is the PURPLE. It is the responsibility of the

PURPLE to serve in this public relations capacity. Most
importantly student participation is the chief purpose

of a college news paper. The newspaper provides the

opportunity for students interested in journalistic

work —particularly when a course in journalism is not

available. Intially, the student newspaper provides an

outlet for students writing. In the university there is no
writing course whatsoever, therfore, student

publications are the only means for experience in this

area. Whereas the other publications are involved with

purely creative writing, the PURPLE is more involved

with the technical end of writing. Students are given

weekly assignments, have deadlines, and are taught to

develop a suitable journalistic style. Creativity is by no

means stiffled rather it is encouraged since information

which could be dry or uninteresting must be presented

in such a way as to catch the readers eye.

Experience with journalistic writing is not only

helpful during a collegiate career but has value after

graduation as well. Other areas of a college newspaper

such as photography, lay-out, and editing are also

potential job sources. All of these activities combine to

create a newspaper regardless of the importance of the

news.

This, the basic answer to the question of why a

college newspaper is experience and publicity.

Achievement of these two goals could be attained in a

half-hearted manner. However, simple attainment is

not the intent of this staff. As evidence on this first

edition, there are many changes and experiments
included. These changes are difficult and time

consuming. They serve a two-fold purpose being both
interesting to the reader and gratifying to the staff. In

presenting the PURPLE to the university and those

interested outside of the community, it should be
evident that the work is worth reading due to both
content and effort.

As a large city newspaper has the responsibility to

fully inform its readers, the PURPLE has the

responsibility to uphold the high ideals and standards

of the University of the South.

by Cynthia L. Smith
and Michell Anne Mauthe

Guest Guest Editorial

Carrel Policy Challenged

Concerning the library's

new policy of no longer

allowing personal books
and paraphenalia to remain

in carrels, we feel that this

discriminates against those

conscientious students who
use these facilites for study

purposes continually
throughout the semester.

We recognize that there is a

definite shortage of study

space for all Sewanee
students in duPont. Since

overcrowding only seems to

be a problem close to exam
time, the solution outlined

by W.G. Harkins in his

recent memo has created

more problems than the one

it was intended to solve.

The main benefit of the

t >
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carrels is their convenience.

Dupont is closer to the

classrooms than most of the

dorms and is a relatively

quiet place to study. By
allowing students to keep

their books and study

materials in the carrels

indefinitely, the old policy

was more conducive to the

development of good study

habits. The carrel system

cut out frenzied shuttle

runs between dorm and

library transporting books

and study materials. The

new policy makes it

especially difficult for

students working on

research papers who are

now forced to carry vast

numbers of books back and

forth. Instead of suggesting

that a student rent a locker

capable of holding two

books at the most, the

library staff should

investigate the economic

feasibility of a wheel

barrow rental service for the

students or possibly an

exercise course designed to

strengthen backs. Under the

new policy, the library staff

has the added chore of

picking up books left in

carrels at least twicea week,

and transporting them to

shelves behind the

• circulation desk. Students

now fearfully regard the

members of the library

staff, afraid that someone

may creep from the stacks

to confiscate his books the

minute the student rises

from his chair.

Another benefit of the

old policy was the sense of

security that a fixed study

place gave the student. The

(Cant, on page 5)
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"The Echoing Green"
by Jim Harper

After making several

attempts at writing this, I've

decided that it's not the easiest

Ihing in the world to write a

column. I've been assured that I

] make this thing what I want

to, but I'm not exactly sure how

's going to be. So„.I think

I'll make this an introduction to

what this column will try to be

weekly basis. Now I know
v everybody hates

introductions, but I'm going to

set down a tew guidelines for

nyself the writer, and for you

the reader. I'm not a good

enough writer to set the tone, as

ny editor would say, in a more
ubtle fashion.

Hopefully, only a few people

vill be insulted by the informal

Guest Editorial

style that I am adopting.
Perhaps it has no place in

journalism. But I'm no
journalist, either. After having
read newspapers for several

years, I've decided that many
columnists sound stilted when
they write, and this sure doesn't
help their appeal. Maybe if

writers could write the way they
talk (I can hear the protests now
from every English teacher I've

ever had except William
Wordsworth) they could be
understood a little better. Then
again, judging from the way
some people talk, maybe not.

But the relative effectiveness of
writing styles is not an issue I

really mean to discuss at length.

As I said before, I'm no
journalist. I just have a few ideas

and maybe a few more opinions
that I'd like to express. And I

Carrel Policy
(Cont. from page 4)

elimination of the student's

priviledge to keep a

personal carrel has caused

many students to

experience feelings of

disorientation and
bewilderment. Most
significantly, many are no
longer studying in the

library. This is evident from
the numer of carrels that are

completely empty. A
survey taken by the

librarian exactly one week
after the new policy went
into effect showed that out
of 175 carrels five were
occupied by students and
six by books and personal

items, a small but
meaningful protest. This

survey shows a smaller

number of occupied carrels

than a survey taken by the
two of us. On the library's

second floor, Monday
through Thursday, between
the hours of 8:00 P.M. and
10:00 P.M., less than one
fifth of the carrels were
filled on the average.

If the library will not
return to its former policy,
several alternatives have
been suggested. Some
alternatives are obviously
discriminatory such as
renting the carrels, or
making their extended
Personal use an O.G. or class
Priviledge. Shelves within
the library on which to
'eave books overnight are
pother possibility, but the
ubrary already has no space
to spare. If there must be
restrictions placed on carrel
Usage, one viable plan seems
to be the designation of
Certain areas of carrels

available for extended use.

Another plan could be the

requirement that all

personal items and books be

removed before exam week.

However, these plans also

present difficulties. If

implemented, the first

would probably result in a

mad rush by students to

secure a carrel within the

restricted area. The second

plan is also unfair because if

a student has studied in the

library throughout the

semester that same student

will more than likely study

there for exams and use the

same carrel.

The real problem centers

around the lack of

sufficient space in the

library when students who
do not regularly study there

crowd in during the exam
period and demand a carrel.

If space is indeed a problem,

the University should

investigate the possibility of

expanding its facilities to

the fourth floor of the

library currently used only

for storage.

Dupont Library exists to

serve the members of the

University. By undermining

the study habits of those

students who use it the

most, of what benefit is the

library's new policy? We
urge an immediate
reconsideration of this new
policy by the
.administration, the library,

and the faculty library

committee. Hopefully, in

this case, student concern

will have some effect.

Betsy Cox
Maibeth Porter

also possess a writing style

which may be atrocious, but it's

All right then, what kind of

opinions and ideas am I going to

discuss? Probably just about
anything I think is important:

DA—OG and other student

government affairs; curriculum

and academic policy questions;

student activities; the Sewanee
social scene; manbe even the

Sewanee religious scene if I can

distinguish it from those other

areas. The list is endless, and it

contains all those things which
concerns you and me, the

average students and residents

of the Sewanee community. I

will have one consideration for

my readers. If I don't have

anything to talk about some
week, I won't try to advertise it.

At the risk of losing my job

here, I'll try to do you that

favor.

As I discuss these issues in a

public manner, I won't always

try to pose a solution, because I

can't always see one. Even if I

were stupid enough to think I

was smart enough to have all the

answers, I don't think it's my
place, or any columnist's, to

force his solutions on his

readers. That's not his function.

Rather it is to stimulate

thoughtful consideration and

discussion of the issues at hand
by a larger public. Therefore,

many of my columns will

merely a question without any
evident answer in sight. If any
good comes of an idea, it comes
not from one man on a

soap-box, exhorting the crowds
to do a particular thing. It

comes from each one in tnat

crowd becoming thoughtfully

aware enough to adopt the

problem as his own, to

formulate his own ideas, and to

work with other people for the

best possible solutions. This

only comes about if private

individuals feel a personal stake

in the problem—and its

solution.

Just the same, a columnist

has got to have enough faith in

himself to think he can look at a

situation and come up with a

reasonable approach to the

problem he sees there. He's got

to offer some guidance or else

he's not being very constructive.

He has to think he has some
perception, a touch of wisdom,

and a little experience. With this

comes a little bit of pride, and I

admit it, I've got it. Sure, I've

got my opinions and my
prejudices, but so do you. So if

your set thinks mine are

carrying me a bit too far, let me
hear about it. There will be no

use in this column if it doesn't

provoke some reverberation.

People who know me know that

I never shrink from an argument
if it's good-natured and
productive enough. Well, in my
elaborately informal,
pompously humble way, that's

what I'm looking for.

Study

Days
Study days for the remainder

of the spring semester are as

follows:

Wednesdays
February 12
February 26

March 1

2

April 30
May 7

Saturdays

February 1 (Midwinters)

March 1

April 12

April 26

May 10

May 14 (Reading Day)
Final examinations will

begin Thursday, May 15,

concluding on Wednesday, May
21. Commencement will be held

Sunday, May 25.

The Graffiti
by KittlerBain

The very meat of Sewanee
tradition-the myth of its

gentlemen-is minced by its

notorious party weekends, the

rights and priviledges of many
individuals, primarily the

residents of Sewanee, are

jeopardized as establishment of

virility is acquired in correlation

with the degree of one's

alcoholic intake. Both partner

and collaborator. The lady's

esteem is a function of her

respect for conspicuous

consumption, her
subm issiveness to whatever

behavior this results in and of

course her appearance — she

must be a smart dresser with

good teeth.

So for three desegnated

weekends and intermittently

throughout the school year,

townspeople are subjected to

unreasonable noise levels,

generous dispensation of trash

(both material and verbal), and

in general a massive take-over by
the ladies and gentlemen of the

University. A fond means of

entertainment employed by

some is the desegnation of a

local, black or white (there

ieems to be a lack of racial

preference in this area) as the
mascot of the evening. Free of
charge, he is filled to bursting

with alcohol and once the
appropriate stupor is achieved,

is subjected to the cruel humor
of the sponsoring gentlemen
who excuse their behavior on -

the grounds that "he loves it, he
keeps coming back for more."

This cheap exploitation of

human rights and feelings is

reminescent of the "king's

fool"; all kings being gentlemen

of course.

Sewanee 's educational

function is nearly negated as

good time prerequisites are

equated with one's drinking

capacity. Just as recreation is

perverted, so is education,

which in the strictest sense is

too often taken merely to mean

book-learning, class-attending,

dress-coding and gown-getting.

Just as pleasure is not wholly

derived from drink, grades are

not a sure sign of intelligence.

Optimistically, higher goals are

sought on both counts;

enjoy ment occasionally
infeltrating the classroom

experience and a medium of

consideration and intelligence

alongside one's liquor. Cheers!

Around The Corner
byS&/orM

The purpose of
pre-registration is to cut down
on the time spent with

registration. Unfortunately, it

does not work that way. This

semester's registration was
particularly bad. Students stood

in line as long as two hours to

accomplish four minutes of

reentering pre-registration.

Surely this situation could be

handled in a better manner.

Why can't lines be broken up
into alphabetical or class

divisions? In addition, times

could be rearranged to

accommodate the different

groups. Woods Lab is not the

sacred meeting ground of

registering students. Perhaps

Convocation Hall and tne

Bishop's Common could be

used as well.

If you want to know the

truth registration need not be

necessary. We have devised a

relatively plausible solution.

When the student's tuition

check arrives, the treasurer's

office could number tfce

student's strip card keeping

their appropriate piece and

sending the rest to the registrar's

office (a simple twenty-five

pace walk). Then the registrar

could "SPO" to the student his

part of the strip card. When the

student arrives he picks up his

mail including his strip card and

goes to the registrar's to have his

i.d. card punched. The only

change in the present system

would be a requirement to have

checks due two days prior to the

first day of classes. The work
involved for the treasurer's and

registrar's offices could not be

that much more than what is

presently required in

acknowledging the student's

payment and existence.
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A TTENTION: Editor in Chief
Re: Poem Concerning Sheriff
December 12, 1974 Issue

Cleaning up Franklin County could be a defeat,

but not for our Sheriff heisrighton the beat.

And for the Crime that is continuingon the street,

Come by the Jail sometime, and those words I

believe you will have to eat

I believe we do judge too quickly as we juggle

this thing to and fro, but ifyou have made

mistakes in your life, be careful of the stones

that you throw.

We have left Sewanee alone in the months gone by,

Ifyou want some advice, it might be wise to

let a sleeping dog lie.

Sincerely,

Joe Lee

The Deputy—For Better or Verse

(a rebuttal to a rebuttal)

I think that I shall never see

Another witty deputy.

A man who in his leisure time

Devotes himself to writing rhyme.

A man who really has the knack

For using verse to get me back.

A man who carries out his feats

While reading Tennyson and Keats.

A man who keeps reports and files

Composed in most exotic styles.

A man who truly ought to be

Teaching here in Sewanee.

Such rhymes are made men like him
Who *d like to laugh and not be grim.

James Bradford

Dear Editor:

The March Society is pleased

to announce the First Annual
"Design For Living" essay

competition. Parti cipants

should submit an essay of no
fewer than 1,500 words
addressing the following topic:

"The dominant aim of human
destiny cannot be anything so

banal as just maximum
quantity, whether of human
beings, machines, works of art,

consumer goods, political

power, or anything else. .."(Sir

Julian Huxley). Discuss some of

the goals which an imaginatively

designed society should pursue

and describe in detail a means of

achieving one of these goals

through the evolution of an
existing institution.

A cash prize of fifty dollars

will be awarded to the first place

entry and a prize of twenty-five

dollars will be awarded to the

second place entry. Certificates

will be issued to the first two
runners up. All entries should be
submitted to: Awards
Chairman, Design for Living;

The March Society; 8418
Credos Court, Alexandria,

Virginia 22309. Entries must be
received by 15 April, 1975. All

entries will become the

property of the March Society.

The March Society was
founded in 1966 as a

discussion/service organization

devoted to fostering the

concept of civility and the

traditions of evolutionary

humanism. The March believes

that if man is to survive the

ecological and technological

crisis of his own making he must
be boldly innovative in his

concepts of future society. Man
must evolve beyond his present

social and political institutions

and create a society which can

sublimate the negative aspects

of man's technology and nature

while providing for an

atmosphere conducive to the

fullest realization of desirable

human potentialities.

The simple application of

technology is not an adequate

solution to societal crisis.

Technology requires direction

to efficiently deal with the

human crisis; it requires a

humanized pattern of
imaginative cultural design in

order to support a society which

provides for both stability and
diversity.

The Society is currently

involved with a number of issues

around which the nucleus for

the future evolution of

humanized institutions will

form. The following while not a

complete enumeration of the

Society's projects is indicative

of the type of work in which the

March is engaged.

(1) Public Consumerism. The
March supports the re-direction

of economic production away
from current practices of

ed and indiscriminate

nption toward a goal of

social consumerism. Through
lobbying and the passage of laws

directed at fostering and
facilitating socially useful

consumption the March hopes

to see significant improvement
in the f ields of mass
transportation, moderate cost

quality housing, improved
medical services and education.

(2) Population Control. The
March supports a progressive

program of population control.

(3) Miscellaneous. The
Society grants scholarship

money; supports various

charities; donates materials to

selected libraries; sponsors

lectures; and organizes dinner

meetings for the exchange of

ideas.

The March Society is guided

by a Chairman, a Vice Chairman
and an appointed Board of

Governors.

The Society presently

incorporates sixteen geographic

divisions. Each division engages

in a variety of activities relevant

to local conditions. The
activities of each division are

coordinated by a division

director elected by the members
within the district.

- The March Society

Dear Editor:

I wish to address myself to

the two letters which appeared

in the last issue, attacking the

university chaplains. In light of

the fact that non-chapel-going

readers may not be in a position

to distinguish fact from

fanaticism in those letters, and

that- so many parents and

alumni read the PURPLE and

often cannot tell reliable

sources from unreliable ones, I

cannot allow these libelous

letters to go unchallenged.

First of all, it seems to me
that someone who was

genuinely concerned about his

faith and his worship services

would discuss grievances with

one of the chaplains before

printing in the campus paper a

provocative letter, void of love

and consideration for the

feelings of others. This

newspaper has recently

contained several letters and

articles of this type, I.E., more
concerned with making a point

than with getting facts straight

or with thinking through the

serious implications of what is

said.
Although I am a

Presbyterian, I have sung with

the University choir and

participated in the chapel

services and activities for two
and one half years now. I

remember being shocked at first many of the new things I fn
by some of the differences there, and adjusted well (eve

'

between the Episcopalian the point that I sometimes er

services and the Presbyterian myself when a f en

ones to which I was Presbyterian is not lookin '

accustomed. It was not long. One thing I cannot underst

before I grew to love
«nrl

Campus Calendar
Thursday

January 30

Friday

January 31

. 4:00 p.m.-Phi Beta Kap

5:00 p.m.- University Cho

Blackmail An ili im in

3:00 p.m.-Bishop's Common closes

main floor early

6:00 p.m.-Parish Meeting

Start with covered dish supper

9:00p.m.-1:Q0a.m.-lnter-fraterriity

Council Dance, Snack Shop

Bishop's Common

Saturday

February 1

Sunday

February 2

Monday

February 3

Study Day in the

College of Arts and Sciences

Mid-Winters Weekend

Tuesday

February 4

Wednesday

February 5

. 3:00 p.m. AAUW

Grosvenor Lounge

4:00 & 7:00 p. in. -Experimental Film Club

Special Feature Film

Admission $1

Margaret Chase Smith

Woodrow Wilson Senior Fellow

visiting the University

February 3 through February 7

(See the Senator's schedule

of events found on page 3)

5:00 p.m.-University Choir

Blackmail Auditorium

. . . . 7:00 p.m.-University Choir

Blackman Auditorium

The City Center Acting Company

Guerry Auditorium-8 p.m.

"The Three Sisters"

Ota TOS OODMS

$®La
CKuckj-3;
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though, is this very small group

of students, represented well by

Mr. Ramsey, who consistently

concern themselves far more
with how something is done

than with what it means. I could

j>ive many examples, but Will

Ramsey himself gives enough

for now. I was too busy singing

the last hymn to notice that

Assistant Chaplain Canfill

surprised Sister June David by

suggesting she read the

dismissal, escorted her down the

aisle, and held the book for her.

I do not know much about

Episcopal canon law, but I do
know that Sister June David's

lovely and reverent voice

delivered the final words

beautifully and effectively. It is

indeed an insult to Sister June

David to say that she was forced

and even "literally dragged" to

"say a dismissal."

I find equally incredible the

big fuss Mr. Ramsey makes over

when to sit, kneel, or stand.

During my years at Sewanee, I

have learned that the posture of

kneeling can be very conducive

to prayer, but it has always

seemed to me that posture was
ultimately left to the inspiration

and discretion of the individual

participant. If one wants to

kneel and the prayer has already

commenced, it is a very simple

matter to go ahead and kneel

anyway. I, too, have noticed

that the seminarians usually

stand, but it has certainly never

disturbed me to the point of

saying it is a "protest against

tradition," and "interferes with

another's worship." I was
speechless when I read for the

first three times Mr. Ramsey's
arrogant statement that these

people who stand should

perhaps "not be in church in the

first place. Let him return to his

books in St. Luke's and let the

congregation worship in peace."

It seems to me that schisms and
hard feelings are not caused by
loving, God-inspired people like

Carter Heyward (whom our

self-appointed bishop Ramsey
has proclaimed a non-priest) but

by careless, arrogant and
malicious statements like the

ones made against the

seminarians and chaplains in

these letters.

Which brings me to my major
point: none of the accusations

madeagainstthe chaplains have
more than a toe to stand on, if

even that much. Chaplain

Kiblinger, as I understand it, is

the FOUNDER of the chaper
council. The chapel council met
at great length and expense last

spring to hammer out the

decisions which the chaplain is

trying to carry out now. Ms.
Vanek was a member at the time
but did not attend the

decision-making retreat. The

letters to which I am responding
try to make it sound like

Chaplain Kiblinger walks
around like Scrooge shouting,
"Don't bother me!" This is far
from the truth; he gives very
freely of his time. However, as a
minister's daughter, I know it is

not always possible for a
member of the clergy to stop
and talk every time someone
drops by. Laypersons ofber*

forget this fact, and expect their

pastor to be at their beck and

call.

Another charge, and perhaps

the most serious one of all, had

to do with a supposed lack of

dignity and respect for the

sacrament of Holy Communion.
I would answer that the worship

services are at all times

conducted with a sincere

attitude of praise, reverence,

thanksgiving, and dignity. I

know both of the chaplains

personally and find it absurd to

even be in the position of

vouching for their profound

faith, their warmth and

openness, and their desire to

serve ail university persons,

whether Episcopalian or not. A
great many students have

benefitted from Chaplain

Kiblinger's counselling services,

and I personally feel he is an

invaluable addition to the

Sewanee campus and
community. To my mind, the

"amount of ill will which leaves

that Chapel every Sunday
morning" is not evidence of any
failure of the part of the clergy,

but on the part of a small and
isolated (of their own volution)

segment of the laitv.

Sincerely,

Marian McClure

Last semester the Sewanee
Peace Fellowship participated

in the nation-wide Fast for a

World Harvest, sponsored by
O x fam-America. On-campus
events included a tea and wine
party which provided an

alternative to Happy Hour at

Tiger Bay, and on the following

day donations were collected in

theSPO.
It was the opinion of the

Fellowship that the Fast

activities were very successful,

but that the efforts to protect

our food resources should be

continued. We hope that the

students of this university are

concerned enough that they

would be willing to sacrifice one
Dr two Gailor meals aweek. Saga

nas already implemented such

programs in other areas which it

serves. No specific details for

this campus have been worked
out at this time but should be

forthcoming soon.

-Pat Kington for S.P.F.

Dear Ms. Editor,

I would, at this time like to

thank Mr. Berg, last year's

editor, for his understanding in

allowing students to vent their

anxietites and frustrations

through this column. I hope
that Mr. Ramsey and others feel

better because of last semester's

editor's graciousness.

It often times disturbs me
that students do not take

Religion 111 more seriously.

Students should perhaps heed

Paul Tillich when he
distinguishes between faith and

belief, and between true faith

and ifolatrous faith. It is my
sincere hope that more students

will be able to apply what they

learn* In rehgrorr, because- it-can-

be a very alive and comforting

discipline.

I thank you for your
consideration of this letter for

you paper.

Faithfully yours,

Paul Martin

John B. Flynn lost his life in

a hunting accident on January

3, 1975. It is with a sense of

deep s a d n ess and even

frustration that his friends at

Sewanee lament his loss. John

was graduated in the class of

1974. During his days as a

student at Sewanee he earned a

reputation among his fellows

for strength or character

characterized by a fine sense of

fairness. These qualities were

especially apparent to those

who served with him on the

Honor Council over which he

presided.

John Flynn lived honestly,

injured no man, and rendered to

each his due with a kind of

old-fashined gentility that fitted

his personality and manner. One
felt secure and comfortable in

his presence. His close friends

and fraternity brothers knew,

too, his subtle humor and his

dry wit.

John Flynn lived honestly,

injured no man, and rendereed

to each his due with a kind of

old-fashioned gentility that

fitted his personality and

manner. One felt secure and

comfortable in his presence. His

close friends and fraternity

brothers knew, too, his subtle

humor and his dry wit.

John was an
out-of-doors-man, a hunter and

fisherman who took pleasure in

the forest and the stream. By his

death we have lost an alumnus

of great promise and a man of

mature character.

At Sewanee John was a

member of the Phi Delta Theta

fraternity, President of the

Honor Council, and among
those who were selected for

membership in "Who's Who in

American Colleges and
Universities," At his death

Flynn was employed by the

First National Bank of Mobile.

He is survived by his wife, Janice

Foster Flynn, one son,

Jonathan B. Flynn III, his

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Johnathan

B. Flynn and other relatives. His

father is an alumnus of the

University.

Robert Lancaster

Dear Editor:

In the last two editions of

"The Purple" several "Letters

to the Editor" were printed

concerning recent happenings at

All Saints' Chapel and

criticizing the Chaplains of the

University. I was deeply

distressed by these letters and

by some of the many
accusations launched against

the conduct of the Chaplains

and I fee! the necessity to reply

to some of them.

Miss Helen Vanek and Mr.

bothers me in relation to this

'complaint" WfeV *ih' 'with Miss

Vanek's quoting the Chaplain

from when she consulted him
about the possibility of having a

meeting as telling Miss Vanek,
"Don't bother me!" Not only
was this an incorrect quotation,

but I can hardly conceive of the

Chaplain saying such a thing,

and if something like that were
ever said I am sure there would
be just cause. I have cften seen

the Chaplain's daily calendar

and there has hardly been a day
when he has more than one-half

of an hour free from teaching,

seeing students, or seeing

faculty and staff of the

University. I have often stopped

by to see the Chaplain for a

minute and more than not been
bold by his secretary that he is

in a meeting or seeing a student.

I think that it is often

overlooked as to exactly how
much is involved in being The
Chaplain of the University. The
person in this position has so

many functions that the average

lay person is unaware of and
only after a close look at the

Chaplain's daily life does one
become only partially aware of

all that he has to do. After

discovering this for myself I am
amazed that Fr. Kiblinger has

time to see students at all and

yet I personally am aware of his

talking with students from as

early as 8:00 a.m. to as late as

1:30 a.m.

Mr. Ramsey and Miss Vanek
also called for more usage of the

rite from THE BOOK OF
COMMON PRAYER. The
authors of these letters stated

how this particular service had

been used only three times at

the 11:00 service all semester

(Miss Vanek said it was used

only once) as of the writing of

their letters, but they both

failed to mention the the

"Prayer Book rite" was used

every Sunday at the 8 : 00 service

and every Wednesday at the

12:10 service. True, the BOOK
OF COMMON PRAYER might

be used at the 11:15 service

more frequently, but there are

also a good many people who
like the Trial Services

(Authorized Services). My main

concern here is that the authors

made it look as if the "Prayer

Book" service was hardly being

used, which is hardly the case,

and thus creating for those who

do not attend chapel and for all

of the readers of "The Purple",

especially the alumni and

parents, what I feel to be a very

distorted view. Once again in

this . controversy the tactic of

using incomplete information

has been employed.

Mr. Ramsey made another

interesting point concerning

kneeling versus standing during

d i f ferent prayers in the

Eucharistic services. Here Mr.

Ramsey needs to be reminded

that earlier in his letter he called

for "equal time" for the use of

the "Prayer Book rite" because

this was th*^" service in which, as I

understood him, he can get the

most from and is the most

meaningful to him. This being

the case, I think Mr. Ramsey

should take the same view

towards those who wish to

stand, especially if they can get

everyone together for the

meetings with the main problem

being that of coordinating

schedules of students from the

seminary, students from the

college, students from the

academy, and those from the

faculty. The main thing that

Will Ramsey, Jr. stated in their

own individual letters in the

December 12th issue of "The
Purple" the fact that the Chapel
Council did not meet at all first

semester. I served on the

Council during the academic

year of 1973—74, as did Miss
Vanek, and only once during

the entire year was I approached
by a non-council member as to

any type of grievance. We had a

very difficult time getting

more out of the service in this

manner. Afterall, it is very

correct liturgically. I must point

out that I personally become
annoyed with persons standing

in front of me when I am
kneeling, so I can sympathize,

but I would like Mr. Ramsey to

realize that All Saints' Chapel is

the UNIVERSITY CHAPEL,
not just the college chapel. By
saying to those who want to

stand, "you are not welcome",

it seems to me that we would be

in complete contradiction to

the Christian theology of love,

understanding, and unity of all

men through the love of God.

Also, I would like for everyone

to know, especially Mr.

Ramsey, that the Chapel

Council discussed this specific

issue at length last year, with the

hope of finding a solution that

would be comfortable for all

and we were completely

unsuccessful. Therefore, Mr.

Ramsey, we on the Council are

well aware of this problem, but

we don't agree with your

solution.

In conclusion, I have asked

the Chaplain to call a meeting as

soon as possible with the

Chaplaincy staff for those who
have expressed their grievances

and for those who have

g rievances and have not

expressed them, and also for

those who want to know just

exactly what is going on, so that

the grievances may be resolved

as seen in the best interest for all

those concerned and so that all

questions may be answered.

Then, hopefully, all of us of the

University and community may
unite in worship and move on to

work for peace and fellowship

among all men.

Sincerely,

Paul B. Seifert

Member of the Chapel Council

FROM THE EDITOR

The PURPLE is looking for

people who are interested in

writing news, features, and

sports articles. Writers are

assigned stories on Monday and

have a deadline of the following

Friday. Payment is made on a

monthly basis with the standard

rates being $1 .00 plus 1 cents a

column inch. Anyone who is

interested is requested to

contact Cindy Smith by SPO or

at the PURPLE offices in the

Bishop's Common.
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Bishop'sCommon Questionnaire:
The response to the Bishop's Common Questionnaire of November was frankly astonishing. We were delighted. We had felt

that a return of 30% would be fortunate, but that we would need at least that number in order to consider the results valid and

representative. The percentage of returns was considerably larger than 30%. We received, in fact, the following numbers: 19 from

the seminary, 35 from the faculty and 550 from the college.

The Union Advisory Council and the staff of The Bishop's Common do not consider this an exercise for the satisfaction of

curiosity, nor for the placating of those students who might complain that they are not heard. The results of this questionnaire

have been and will continue for some time to be a constant point of reference in the determination of The Bishop's Common
policy and in the initiation of new programs.

In the very near future, announcements will be made of such programs. For example, the extra-academic courses to which No.

10 refers will be offered this semester as four week courses involving 2—4 hours weekly. Courses in the use of the darkroom are

now being organized and will be taught by Lyn Hutchinson, whose work was exhibited last semester in the Art Gallery.

Tournaments in chess backgammon, ping-pong and so forth will be scheduled for this spring and will be open to everyone. WUTS
has already printed a schedule of programming in response to the support indicated in question No. 13.

We wish it known that we greatly appreciate the effort and care of those who returned the questionnaire.

1. How many times per week do you visit the Bishop's Common (othe

than SPO only)?

2. What facility of the Bishop' Common do you use most frequently?

least frequently?

3. Have you attended a meeting in one of the rooms of the Bishop's

Common?

4. Do you use the Lounge?

If so, for what purpose?

5. How many hours per week do you use the Billiards Room?

Do you play with non-students?

If so, most often with whom?

6. How many times per month do you visit the St. Luke's Bookstore?

What approximate amount do you spend there per month on books?

on non-book items?

Have you generally found what you need?

Do you visit the bookstore on Saturday afternoon?

550 19 35
COLLEGE SEMINARY FACULTY

7 1

1 17 1 7

2 29 4

3-5 123 8 9

6-8 156 3 9

9-12 96 2 6

12-15 68 2 3

more than 15 50 4

Snack Bar 352 18 34

Pub 168 6 5

Lounge 87
Billiards 52 1

Ping-Pong 30 2 1

Music Lounge 14

Snack Bar 19

Pub 52 4 8

Lounge 68 5 5

Billiards 210 8 26
Ping-Pong 177 7 22
Music Lounge 299 9 21

yes 219 10 25

no 280 9 10

freque ntly 77

occasionally 328 10 15

never 125 7 19

conversation 126 3 9

study 333 3 1

piano 26

Frequently

Occasionally

Never

University faculty

University staff

Out of town guests

Members of community

4-6

7-10

10-15

more than 15

52
101

110

Frequently

Occasionally

Never

$4.87 $51.20

1.30 5.65

302 17

118 3

40 5

201 12

271 3
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Initiative For New ProjetJtS

550
COLLEGE

19
SEMINARY

35

FACULTY
1 . How often do you visit the Snack Bar per day?

once
twice

more

77

211
93

31

2

9

6

4

5

15

8

1

per week?
once
twice

more

26

32
75
309

2

10

2

6

6

14

What portion of your visits to the Snack Bar is for the purchase of a

meal?
a snack?

a beverage only?

12.3%
33.3%
54.4%

8V4%
23'/.%

68%%

14.5%
27.5%
58%

8. How many times per month do you visit the Pub?

1

2

3-5

5-10

more than 10

46
52

75
156
101
64

3

1

1

7

5

2

9

5

9

8

5

9. Would you be interested in instruction in photography and the use of

the dark room?
Yes
No

256
268

9

10

10

25

If so, would you like to take a course this semester? Yes

No
34 2

7
3

14

next semester? Yes
No

118 6

5

7

13

next year? Yes
No

102 2

6

6

10

10. Would you be interested in instruction in a course in one of the

following?

Chess

Bridge

Wine
Culinary history

Sewing

89
145
185
62
44

1

1

6

1

2

3

8

8

3

4

11. Would you be interested in a tournament (outside of the intramural

system) held at the Bishop's Common in one of the following?
Chess
Checkers

Bridge

Backgammon
Pocket billiards

Ping-pong

Other

87
39
68
27

112
133
19

1

3

1

2

2

6

2

2

5

2

12. Would you be interested in a service at the Bishop's Common which

would organize special excursions for groups of students (with reduced

rates, etc.)?

Yes
No

348
111

9

7

19
12

If so, which of the following interest you?

trips with planned activities 122 3 3

trips with pre-arranged accomodations and transportation 194 5 8

transportation benefits only 105 2 6

weekend trips to nearby places (eastern U.S.) 250 5 8

trips during Christmas or Spring vacations to more
distant places (including foreign)

146 2 9
'

13. Would you like to have a monthly schedule of the programming of

WUTS-FM for your personal use?

Yes
No

385
109

18

1

26
6

14. Has your use of the Bishop's Common facilities been limited or

inhibited because of its use by non-students?

Yes
No

188
322

5

14

11

24

15. Do you think that the Bishop's Common has benefited relations

between students and non-students?

Yes
No

210
235

12

6
16

9
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BowdenPlans]

Tarns Party
The music of the Tarns will

be the featured attraction of the

Inter-Fraternity Council party

Friday night of Midwinters

Party Weekend.
Under the direction of Rhea

Bowden plans for the

semi-private party have

progressed until all seems to be

in order. Bowden has made
virtually all of the arrangements

including contract negotiations.

Some 300 to 500 couples are

expected to attend the party

which is to be held in the Snack

Shop of the Bishop's Common.
Admittance will be limited to

students who have tickets or

employees of the University,

including the faculties of the

College of Arts and Sciences and

the Sewanee Academy who will

be admitted free of charge. All

have a table; but there is the

need for organization of the

ibuti

Independents and faculty who
so desire may bring their pint

with them.

While each table will be

supplied with glasses, the

fraternities must supply their

own ice. Ice is included in the

cost of an independents ticket.

The Tarns is an old band

which has played throughout

the South. They are well-known

down the Eastern Seaboard

from Myrtle Beach to Daytona

for their party music.

The music will be "piped"

into the pub, but no one may
carry liquor, due to the

stipulation of the liquor license.

The remainder of the Union will

(Cant, on pane 12)

"*
,-iv

The Tarns

nust ha -.the

ticket or proper identification.

Fraternity men will be issued

tickets through their individual

chapter, while independents

will be able to purchase tickets

for either five dollars per person

or seven dollars per couple. All

persons who purchase a ticket

must have a valid student's

identification card.

The ten fraternities which

are participating will each have a

table in the hallway of the

building. From this table each

can dispense refreshments to

add to the spirits of the

occasion. Independents will

Pick of The Flicks
by Rick Parks

In "The Last Detail" Jack

Nicholson plays a hard-fightin',

beligerent, cussin', highly

excitable, conversely depressed,

Rhea Bowden

double-fisted,
drinker—in short,

gentleman.

hard-rolli

a Sewanee

Record Review

melody line or dominating

theme. However, the beginning

of the song has some of the most
beautiful music Yes has come
up with. The Oriental flavor is

distinct.

What is actually the first cut,

"The Gates of Delirium" sounds

much like side five of TALES.
Some of it is very good and

some is absolutely nothing, but

again the lyrics come across as

some of Yes* strongest.

I think after the success of

CLOSE TO THE EDGE Yes got

a little carried away and

produced TALES. RELAYER
is in much the same tradition

except rather than spreading the

music out on four sides they
crammed it into two. This is a

better album than TALES one
can almost describe it as being

more to the point. In music,

however, it is often difficult to

decide what the point is since

nine times out of ten there is

none.

I don't think that this is the

case with Yes. They are far

above most of the bands today.

Their music is complex and
some of the best lyrics Yes has often difficult to listen to.

ever produced. TO BE OVER Those who know something
borrows interludes from both about music and want
"Close to the Edge" and something more than to just

TALES. But again the song have music playing will

begins, goes, and ends without appreciate the talents of Yes

by David Jefferson

RELAYER
Yes

Never let it be said that Yes is

anything but incredibly tight

and amazing clean given the

difficulty of the music they

play. The listener should never

cease to be amazed by Yes, even

if occasionally bored by long

stretches of music which seem
to go nowhere and fit with
nothing. Not that I am saying

this is a dominant feature of

Yes, because it certainly is not.

The one problem with Yes,

really only apparent on TALES
FROM TOPOGRAPHIC
OCEANS and the new album
RELAYER is that they seem to

get a little too carried away and

attempt to cram a little to much
into the music, the result being

what would appear to be the

loss of a definite theme.

Nothing is repeated or built

upon.
There are only three cuts on

the album. "Sound Chaser"

probably being the best,

sounding much like the Yes of

CLOSE TO THE EDGE with

If however you are one of those

people who like easy listening

save your money . . . and buy a

transistor radio. I hear radio top

40 is playing your kind of stuff.

The movie concerns the

plight of an eighteen year-old

sailor (Meadows) who is

sentenced to eight years in a

Navy prison for attempting to

steal forty dollars from a

polio-donation box. Meadows,
somewhat of a sub-human,

calmly accepts his fate as if he

were spending eight days at a

Holiday Inn. He is placed in the

"care" of two guards (Jack

Nicholson and Otis Young) as

he is dispatched from the brig in

Virginia to the naval prison in

New Hampshire. Feeling sorry

for this helpless creature,

Nicholson and Young decide to

make his last five days

unforgetable. It is this last fling,

before he is locked away, which

transforms Meadows from a

sluggish youth who missed the

boat to that of a young man

who almost catches it.

The attempts of these two

wacky sailors to show Meadows

a good time is what makes this

movie so entertaining. The three

travel down the road of

incredible drunks, hair-raising

brawls and dingy brothels. The

story is rather trite and

predictable and the inevitable

ending is a bit of a downer. But

it is the movie*s sharp dialogue

and the actor's earnestness in

creating such helter-skelter,

desperate characters that makes

the movie an enjoyable and

worthwhile little package.

"Dog Soldiers" Reviewed
by David Jefferson

that the wife does not have the has changed from the old days,

money he is to collect. To make however, and the roshi wants no

DOG SOLDIERS matters worse Converse's plan part of Eddie's junk. He does,

Robert Stones has been discovered by double however, let the two stay.

Houghton Mifflin Co. dealing narcotics agents whose Meanwhile Converse has

hardback $8.95 scruples are somewhat returned from Saigon to find an

In a country where second questionable. A fight ensues empty apartment and a pairo

rate novels sell by the thousands' between Hicks and the agents insidious strangers to whom ne

to readers who seek no more and the chase begins. is able to give the slip

than to occupy their time, there As Hicks and Marge flee from temporarily only to
.

is sure to be room for Robert the agents they descend deeper apprehended and tortured U e

Stone's DOG SOLDIERS. No -md deeper into what has been by the same pair. They explain

doubt DOG SOLDIERS will labeled the counter culture, so that they are "agents" and that

eventually surface in movie prevalent on the west coast Converse had better lead them

form since its plot is simple and during the late sixties. Their to the heroin or they'll turn him

its characters rather only hope seems to be to unload loose to the mob and the

unimaginative. It could be the heroin. Their first attempt is consequences are obvious Wr

produced on a low budget, to scn the dope to a friend of those who attempt to muscle in

which seems to be the requisite Hicks in Hollywood who has on the drug business,

of most films today. underworld connections. In a fit

The plot is the chase, the „f stupid anger Hicks murders a

double cross and the rip-off. writer by giving him an

While working as a journalist in overdose. Once again the pair

Saigon, John Converse decides, must flee leaving the dying

for one reason or another, to writer and any hopes of selling

buy three kilos of pure heroin the heroin. .. ,
L

and he has it smuggled to the tn a final effort to be rid of being absolutely boring. Tnc

States by an old friend who is the three kilos Hicks heads for are no surprises, no highpoi"^

currently in the Navy. When the the mountain retreat of an old Only the continuous m0*e™e

o ||

psychopathic Hicks arrives at friend and part time of the fleeing pair. On top

Converse and two other

agents then follow the trail'

the roshl in the mountains

where a Vietnam style shoot ou

ensues.

The book is anything

suspenseful to the point

anything like a reconizable and an album like RELAYER.. .
Converse's home he discovers self-proclaimed guru. The s (Cant, an page 13)
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Performs Here
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by Doak Wolfe

A string quartet, simply

because of its structure and

demands, can be quite

remarkable and awe-inspiring.

Even a novice group, if they

play musically, can be

impressive by nature of the

disciplined teamwork involved.

The Memphis State String

Quartet, hardly a novice group,

demonstrated, in performance

at Sewanee, a homogeny
symbolic of musical effort and

familiarity within the group.

Such qualities were evident in

the sensitivity with which they

performed, most notably the

Haydn QUARTET IN G
MINOR. The interpretation was

pleasing and the bandying of

themes was, as Haydn intended,

very effective. Uniformity,

however, is a virtue which

increases with professional

quality, and there were

certainly those spots where the

showmanship of one member
unfortunately dominated the

music. Granted, a virtuoso viola,

for example, is admirable, but

not when the goal is balanced

consistency. The Schubert

QUINTET IN C MAJOR which,

although successfully
performed, was noticably

awkward at a few moments, and

was somewhat belabored.

As an interesting diversion

from these two classical works,

Webern's FUNF SATZE
presented the listener with quite

a different style of string

q u artet composition. This

technically tricky piece

demands exactness and strict

observance of all other parts.

Consequently, it afforded no

moments of brilliant sbloism by

any one performer. The
individual movements, which

ranged from uniquely intriguing

to absurd, offered quite a

contrast to the more
"comfortable" harmony of the

other works and again

demonstrated the group's

ability to perform as one unit.

In spite of occasional

incongruities, the entire

performance was successful and

well received. A special accolade

must go to Sewanee faculty's

Martha McCrory, who ably and

artistically demonstrated her

talent in the Schubert

QUINTET. Along with the

recital of Linda Lane a week
earlier, this performance has

launched what is hoped will be

an ever-improving series of

musical offerings.

Cinema Guild
by David Gardner

This week the Cinema Guild

will present "Nazarin."

"Nazarin," directed by Luis

Bunnel, is considered one of his

greatest movies. The film is

beautifully photographed in

Mexico as it depicts a

character's attempt to live a

pure christian life outside the

church. Nazarin is a priest in the

late 19th Century who tries to

live by Christ's precepts.

When Andara, a whore who
has reviled him, kills another

a brawl, Mazarin

takes her in and protects her.

She repays him with arrogance.

Everywhere Nazarin encounters

hostility to his christian

example. He is arrested for

hiding Andara. The other

prisoners kick him and beat

him. Nazarin's mind is now
filled with doubts and finally he

divorces himself from
Christianity."Nazarin" reflects

the director's atheism by
showing a character who finds

hope and freedom only after he

gives up Christianity.

University

Market
THIS IS YOUR STORE-

OWNED AND OPERATED BY

THE UNIVERSITY

5% Off All Beer

SPECIAL ON PEPSI AND 7 UP

CANADA DRY BITTER LEMON
AND TONIC-

2 for $.39

Lane Recital Reviewed
by Doak Wolfe

One commodity of which

the musical world has never had

a lacking is the pianist. They
abound in different degrees of

technical and musical aptitude,

and consequently, the aspiring

artist must constantly work to

meet the competition.

Linda Lane, who was kind

enough to offer her piano recital

in addition to the regular

Concert Series, is such an

aspiring artist. After notable

training and study, Miss Lane

came to Sewanee with the

program which she plans to

present in her London debut

later this winter. The difficulty

of the selections was impressive

and the demands were great.

Miss Lane proved to the

audience the validity of the

complementary reviews of her

talent, but also imparted the

fact that she is still a fledgling in

professional performance and

that her wings have not

completely mastered flight.

The program was largely

romantic and required a basic

understanding, "feeling" if you
will, of the music. The
Mendelssohn VARIATIONS
SERIEUSES, the most
technically and emotionally

mature of her performances,

was beautifully executed and

worth particular credit. The
diverse styles incorporated in

the work demanded musicality,

and she well fulfilled the

requirements. Unfortunately,

such was not to be the case with

the ottier romantic works, the

Schumann FANTASIE IN C
MAJOR, and the Chopin
NOCTURNE IN C MINOR and

BARCAROLLE. One could not
help but feel the distance

between the artist and the

music, and in a few cases, the

Ticket Policy
The Inter- Fraternity

"Get-Down" featuring The
TAMS to be held Friday,

January 31 in the Snack Bar of

the Bishop's Common is open to

all students, faculty, and
employees of the university.

The faculty and university

employees will be admitted free

of charge with proper

idenification. All students,

however, must have a ticket to

be admitted.

Tickets are available through

one of two channels. Each of

the ten fraternities have

contributed financially to the

dance and will issue tickets to

their own members. A
fraternity ticket will admit the

member and his date. If a

member wishes to invite out of

town guests (other than his

date) tickets must be ured

through the fraternity.

Those studetns who are

non-fraternity members
(women and independents)

must buy tickets from the

Interfraternity Council. The
price of admission is $5.00 a

person and $7.00 a couple. The
council requests that fraternity

men not give fraternity tickets

to independants as this was the

original agreement.

Fraternity and
non-fraternity members must

purchase tickets for the

breakfast in the Pub at 12:30.

Tickets may be obtained before

hand and at the dance. The cost

is $1.75 per person.

For further ticket

information please contact

either Dennis Hejna or Ray
Bowden.

.mNDALL whaley
MANAGER tffatm

Goodyear Service Store
"YOt» BUSINESS & APPRECIATED

PHONE 967-3828

DECHERO BLVD.
WINCHESTER. TENNESSEE

recital became a mere
succession of notes, not always

the right ones. This malady,

Artur Rubinstein noted in his

autobiography, is unfortunate,

but can decrease in time. In any

case, Miss Lane's determination

and bravery in even attemptin I

such difficult works must be

noted and commended. The
Mozart ADAGIO IN B MINOR
perfunctorily helped to broaden

the scope of the recital and the

final Ginastera SONATA FOR
PIANO was exciting and

colorful, calling for the

strength, imagination, and

discretion with which it was

played.

Again, we thank Linda Lane

for presenting this preview

recital, and now with this

experience upon which to build,

,

we wish her the greatest success

in London's Wigmore Hall.

It must be mentioned, and I

am sure all who heard the recital

will agree, that Guerry Hall is in

dire need of a new concert

piano. The Baldwin which Miss

Lane and other visiting artists

have been forced to use is in

poor shape, and although it is

usually in tune, it has sadly and

permanently lost its tone. No
artist could possibly present

himself truly well on this

instrument, and this has been

noted, most recently, by both

Charles Rosen and the Beaux

Arts Trio, who appeared on last

year's Concert Series.

Hopefully, with the expansion

of the Department of Music, a

new piano can be purchased and

the old one retired. We should

apologize to any artist who
must use this one and those who
criticized Miss Lane's

performance must be aware that

she could not possibly have

been heard at her best.

&4?VTWWTTWV
The Sewanee Student Forum

will present a panel discussion

with former Senator Margaret

Chase Smith February 6 at 4:00

p.m.

In discussion to be held in

the lounge of the Bishop's

Common will center on the

future of the Republican Party.

Panelists will include Dr. Robert

Lancaster, Mrs. Agnes Wilcox,

and Michael Zsembik.

Refreshments will be served.
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Marxist Historian

Socialists Are A
ftopleFor Peace

Ski Trip Snows Students
By Ellis Misner

A group of Sewanee

students, Dr. Caldwell, Dr.

Clarkson, the ski team and two
University friends went to

Aspen over the holidays for a ski

week sponsored by the Student

Ski Assn. Some of the wealthier

members of the group including

Dr. Caldwell flew out to Aspen;

the rest including Dr. Clarkson

met at Vanderbilt at 5 :00 am on
January 3 and boarded . a

Greyhound for Aspen with a

group from Vanderbilt.

After arriving at the

Pomegranate Inn in Aspen,

some of the students were
dismayed to find that they had
been assigned to coed rooms;

others were not dismayed.

From the first night, the

Vanderbilt contingent was

prepare for the prestigous Scott

Cup Races under trainer Adolph
Coors with Dr. Caldwell acting

in an advisory capacity.

Sewanee placed third out of

twenty teams from all over the
nation. Puett finished fifth out
of well over fifty contestants;

Cassedy placed fourteenth.

Appalachian College and
Debuque took first and second,
respectively.

Dr. Caldwell skied so hard
that his feet began to wear
away; to ward off pain, he was
forced to keep a wine-skin full

of Manhattans on hand at all

times. The group encountered
several species of fauna
indigenous to the Aspen region.

Many snow-bunnies were
spotted. Dr. Caldwell captured a

seven-foot snow-snake
gle-handedly; it is presently

After warming up the Doctors
led the group into town to

sample the cuisine and wine. All

in all, it was an outstanding trip

not soon to be forgooten.

Besides the racers, Sewanee's
skiers were: Dr. Caldwell, Dr.

Clarkson, Bettie Bromberg,
Kemper Brown, Cindy Clark,

Mark Dumas, Ellen Furguson,
Chip Hunt, Debbie Robinson
(rookie of the week), Sherry
Spain, Brian Sullivan, Theresa
Shakelford and Anne Yates.

by Tom McGehee

The noted Marxist historian,

arren Lerner, was the first

'guest lecturer in this semester's
University Lecture Series.

Lerner, Professor of Socialism
jat Duke University, is currently
under grant working on a new
book on the Marxist
Revolutionary Left. Professor
Lerner, who is a widely
renouned author and lecturer, is

perhaps best known for his

"nonpolemical approach to the
•studies of Socialism and
Marxism.

"

Overcoming the problems of
an over capacity crowd in the
Bishop's Common's Lounge and
inadequate audio equipment,
Professor Lerner's lecture
Tuesday, January 23, was
received with great enthusiasm.
The topic, "The Marxist
Revolutionary Dream" was a
more detailed look at the
nonviolent revolutionary
Marxist — Socialist movement
in Europe prior to World War I.

This socialistic—humanist
society worked for the end of
economic exploitation through
a basic and total change in

society. Professor Lerner
revealed that although much
revolutionary retoric was used
by this group it was in actuality

pacifist, with the exception of
Lenin. Explaining that he did

not mean to belittle Lenin, but

Union Director

amazed at the "apres-ski" being shipped to the Bio ,

abilities of the Sewanee group degartment for study There
under the capable leadership of were rumors of man .eating
Doctors Caldwell and Clarkson. porcupines, but these went

The ski team, consisting of unverified for the most part.
Nelson Puett, Marshall Cassedy, Following a hard day hitting
Ellis Misner, Dick Raney, and tne 5iopeS| the group relaxed in
Randy Klose worked hard to the noters sauna and pool

Classified Ad Form
This semester, the PURPLE will feature a classifieds section, to be used as an addition to the front-

doors of Gailor. Categories such as Rides, Lost and Found, Items for Sale, General announcements,!
Personals and others will be featured.

(Cont from page 10)

be closed to insure security for

the band.

Mr. Stovall, the new director

of the Snack Shop, has arranged

for a breakfast following the

dance. Tickets may be
purchased before or during the

dance. The cost of $1.75 per

plate will purchase a standard

breakfast of coffee, tomato
juice, eggs, sausage, and toast.

Stubs for the breakfast

tickets are good for a raffle.

First through third prizes will be

cases of beer in order of

descending quality. It has been
suggested that the third prize

winner receive a box of

Alka-Seltzer.

only de-emphasize Lenin's role

in this leftist mevement.
Professor Lerner concentrated

most of his lecture on the other

leaders, such as Rosa
Luxemburg and Karl Radek,
both leaders and political

writters for the SPD or German
Socialist Party.

This movement, for a

peaceful revolution, was at its

height during the years
1905-1915. Their greatest

weapon was the mass European
workers' strike which had been
decided on by Socialist leaders

in 1907. It was to be used to

stop any future European war.

With the great rise in

nationalism just prior to World
War I desertion of amny
Socialist leaders' viewpoint

severely crippled the Socialist

movement. The overwhelming
support of the SPD in the

Reichstag for war. credits ended
most of the support of the

revolutionary left in Western

Europe.

Although this group of

socialistic humanists had no real

accomplishments, Professor

Lerner was quick to point out

the impact of their beliefs on
the intellectual development of

Europe up to the present.

Lerner compared the ideals of

the Kubcek government in

Czechoslovakia during the late

1960's to many of the ideals of

the Luxemburg and Radek
group.

Sewanee was indeed
fortunate to have such a fine

lecturer as Professor Warren

Lerner, who showed this

Marxist-Socialist group as

people working peacefully for

the formation of their idea of a

Utopian society and not as the

violent revolutionary group as

often believed.

Matador

Steak Room

OPEN 5 DAYS A WEEK

FRANKLIN COUNTY LANES

IN WINCHESTER

After making a rough draft on another piece of paper, print the message in the space provided below

j

j

Be neat—we have to be able to read it to print it. Classified ads are free ; however, they will not be rerun]
unless specified.

Headline
.

Message

We need, the following information for our records. It will be kept confidential and will no*
in the ads. ™

1

Address Phone |

| appear in the ads.

iName

HAMMER'S
NEW SHIPMENT OF MEN'S DOUBLE KNIT

POLYESTER SPORT COATS

SLIGHTLY IRREGULAR

VALUES TO $35.00

ON SALE-A TREMENDOUS BUY AT ONLY

'12.88
LARGE ASSORTMENT TO CHOOSE FROM
ON THE SQUARE IN WINCHESTER
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Chekhov's "Three Sisters"

To Be Performed Here
A girl is celebrating her

(20th birthday with her family

and a group of high-spirited

military officers; there is a feast,

with jokes and laughter and
song, and at moments the gaiety

„ runs as freely as wine.

It is a scene from "The Three
Sisters" by Anton Chekhov, to

be presented in Sewanee, Tenn.
Feb. 5 by the City Center
Acting Company of New York.
The performance, sponsored by
the University of the South, will

begin at 8:00 p.m. (central

time) in Guerry Hall. Tickets are

$5.00 for adults and $3.00 for

students other than University

students.

The company introduced its

unique interpretaion of the play

last year, as part of a classical

and modern repertory that was
toured to 37 cities in 18 states.

'm Normally a production stays in

the repertory for only one
season, but "The Three Sisters"

is literally held over by popular
demand. Critics and crowds
from New York to Texas hailed

the production for its ensemble
playing, and for the warmth and
humanity of its approach.

There were some lifted

eyebrows, however, and some
polite expressions of shock.
Chekhov with songs and a folk

dance? Chekhov with humor
and laughter?

"I did not plan this

production to be
'controversial,' " says Boris

Tumarin, director of the
production. "It is simply that I

believe this is the way Chekhov
should be done. And we
certainly do not negloct the

question of melancholy. But
after all," he adds emphatically,

"what is the nature of a sad

Pre-Law Club

The City Center Acting Company performs
scene from Chekhov's "The Three Sisters"

New Students

Enter Sewanee
by Claudia MacGowan

Fifty-five new students

entered Sewanee for the spring

semester. Some are transfer

students, while others are

qualified freshmen for whom
there was no room in the fall.

Among the new students are

two Japanese exchange students

from St. Paul's University in

Japan.

Though the number of new
students is large, it is not

significantly larger than the past

several years. Forty-nine new
students were accepted at

midterm last year, and about 51

the year before.

Part of the reason for the

large number of new students is

that freshmen who are qualified

for Sewanee, but for whom
there is no room in the fall, are -

offered quaranteed acceptance
for second semester if they still

want to come. More people are

taking advantage of this offer

semester, Mr, Gooch, the

admission director, stressed the

fact that those who apply are

good. The University can be

selective because its financial

position is secure at this point.

Sewanee does not need to

accept students just' to help

meet debts.

Enrollment is presently

around 963, down about 30
from the 992 fulltime students

that began in the fall.

by James Bradford

The Sewanee Pre—Law Club
presented a forum on legal

education and practice on
Wednesday evening, January
22. The guest speakers for the

program were Mr. Edward W.
Watson, a graduate of Harvard
Law School and a resident of

Sewanee since his retirement,

and Alabama State Senator

George McMillan, Jr., a graduate

of the University of Virginia

Law School and a practicing

attorney in Birmingham.
In his opening remarks Mr.

Watson stressed the value of a

legal education. Law provides

good career opportunities, he

said, due to the variety of fields

and specialties now open to law

school graduates. Para—legal

work, he believes, is a good
"stepping stone" but should not
be pursued as an end of itself.

Senator McMillan advised the

undergraduate to major in a

subject that is of interest, to

take courses that encourage
self—expression, and to work
towards a good academic
record. After graduation the

student should try to get into

the best law school possible.

Following the forum was a

question and answer session. On
the future for women in law
practice, both agreed that new
opportunities are available

especially with the demand for

promptness, competence, and
the ability to get along with

o ther people were most
important. Mr. Watson
suggested that a new attorney

should look to the larger cities

and their suburbs to build a

practice. Both
agreed that personal initiative is

necessary not only to succeed in

law school but also to

good job.

Outside Inn
Sets Record

situation, in real life? To fight it.

If people want to enjoy their
sadness then they are in trouble,
they should go to a hospital for
treatment."

Everyone agrees that

Chekhov's plays are tragedies,

whose characters are "trapped"
in their lives, frustrated and'

unfulfilled. But Tumarin thinks

the characters are basically very

optimistic people. "They are

dreaming of a better life but
they cannot fight for it, they
can only talk about it."

He finds it a decided asset

that the actresses playing the

sisters—Mary Lou Rosato,
Mary—Joan Negro and Patti

LuPone-are, like the
characters, actually in their
20 's. Other principal roles are

played by Peter Dvorsky,
Benjamin Hendrickson and
Sandra Halperin.

Most of the members of the

company attended the Drama
Division of the Juilliard School
in New York—in fact the
company was formed in 1972
from the first graduating class.

In a unique training program,
created by John Houseman and
the European teacher-director

Michel Saint-Denis, they
received what Houseman calls

"the most arduous and probable
the best actor-training program
in the English-speaking world."

Michael Kahn, who taught
and directs the Acting
Company, was brought up in

the Method— where, in

rehearsal and performance, the

actor re-created his own
personal emotions and
memories, often altering the

script to fit them, and
sometimes paying more
attention to his "inner truth"
than to whether he could be
heard.

"But today," says Kahn,
"with all the regional theaters,

the American theater needs a

different kind of actor."
(Cont. on page 14)

tha ithe

Though there is less

competition for an applicant at

the beginning of second

Friday night, the

Outside Inn set an all-time

attendance record. Believe it or

not, over 200 people were

packed into that notorious

Sewanee bistro. The first

attraction for the evening was
the Mountain's own Jazz group,

known as the Sewanee
Syncopators, a name borrowed
from a similar venture by
Sewanee students exactly 50

Book Review
(Cant, from page 10)

this is the author's continuous
philosophising about how bad
the world really is. It all seems
rather trite like the "hip"
language of the time.

If you do not have anything
better to do you might not mind
reading a book like DOG
SOLDIERS. Then I hope you
have something else better to

do. (This book is available in

the Saint Luke's Bookstore.)

Bitch Of The Week
, TAX. AT THE . UNION. . jCE.S.ft.S.1

.

years ago. The band is led by
Sewanee 's answer to Paul

Besmond, Johnny Hodges, and
Beeny Goddman, rolled into

one Mr. Zoot Dubose. He is ably

iccompanied by Jim Harper,

who almost thinks he is Dave
Brubock every once in a while.

Whit Taylor provides the

ryhthm section while Tony
Wi nters has returned to

Sewanee to boogie with his bass.

Many remember Tony's sterling

performances, on guitar or

piano with John McClure's

boogie group of a year ago.

Sittin' in for a few lively

numbers was a surprise special

guest trumpetist, who turned

out to be none other than Dean
Stephen Puckette. Although
claiming not to have played in

30 years, his lips really howled
on "Tin Roof Blues" and "Bill

Bailey."

The Syncopators have a

varied repertoire consisting of

Dixieland, Swing, Progressive

Jazz, and Jazz Rock, and have

provided ' entertainment ' fbr~

several Sewanee functions.
"Dean* ' Puckette "gets ini

janri" "at
" the "Outside Inn.
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Tiger's Record Goes to 11-1

Despite First Loss At Home
by Gregg Robertson

The David Lipscomb Bisons

grabbed a late lead and barely

hung on to hand the Tigers a

79-78 defeat, Sewanee's second

straight loss by a combined total

of four points.

The Tigers shot to an early

lead before the Bisons rallied to

take the lead for the first time at

32-31 with 3:02 remaining in

the first half. Tom Piggott, the

Tigers' sixth man, came off the

bench to throw in 5 quick

points to put the Tigers back in

front and the half ended with

Sewanee holding a 37-34 lead.

The two teams traded

buckets in the early going to the

second half until Piggott reeled

off 8 unanswered points to

boost the Tigers to their biggest

lead of the night at 55-49 with

12:24 remaining. The scoring of

David Black brought the- Bisons

back to tie the score at 65-all

and to finally take the lead at

71-70. Lipscomb held onto its

slim lead and with 0:19

remaining and the Bisons

holding a 77-76 lead, the Tigers

were unable to control a jump
ball in their end of the court and
were forced to foul the Bisons'

senior guard Eddie Ferrell with

nine seconds left. Ferrell

converted both ends of a

one-and-one and the Tigers

could muster only a last second
tip-in by Eddie Krenson.

Piggott's play netted him 19
points and 9 rebounds with
Harry Hoffman and John
Sublett matching 14 point
totals, Peter Lemonds hitting 12
and Charlie Little adding 10.

Sewanee vs. Maryville

A stingy Maryville defense

combined with some untimely

turnovers and missed free

throws shot down the

high-flying Tigers as they fell to

the Maryville Scots 59-56 last

Tuesday in Juhan Gymnasium.
The Scots' Randy Schaurer,

a 5'10" playmaker, struck for

12 points beyond the perimeter

of the Tiger defense as the Scots

ran to a 30-20 halftime

advantage. The Tigers had
rallied from numerous deficits

before and with the support of a

surprisingly large and vocal

crowd (a welcome addition;

drew to 48-51 with 3:30
remaining in the game. But the

Maryville staff was effective

enough to force the Tigers into

fouls and the Scots' free throw
accuracy preserved the lead

which they had held from the

opening moments.
Eddie Krenson's 19 points

led all scorers with Randy

,

Lambert and Randy Schaurer
hitting 17 and 16 points

respectively for the Scots.

Sewanee vs. Tusculum
Tusculum stole a page out of

the Sewanee playbook with a

quick start and a 36-25 halftime

lead, but the Tigers' solid

second half play downed their

foe 82-68 on January 18 in

Greenville, Tenn.

Sewanee roared back from

the halftime deficit behind the

scoring and rebounding of John

Sublett and the defense and

scoring of Charlie Little. At one

point, Little stole the ball five

consecutive times and layed in

five unanswered buckets as

Tusculum attempted to bring

the ball down court. The Tigers

reversed a meager 37.5% first

half s h o oting norm by

connecting on 70% of their

second half shots with Sublett

connecting on all eight of his

attempts.

The Tigers balanced attack

saw Harry Hoffman with 20

points and 8 rebounds, John

Subiett with 18 points and 7

rebounds, Charlie Little adding

16 points and 7 assists, and

Eddie Krenson tacking on 14

points, 7 rebounds, and 6

assists.

The Sewanee Tigers gained

third place in the Marietta

College Holiday Tournament

with a 71—58 pasting of Urbana

College on Dec. 28 in Marietta,

Ohio. The Tigers suffered their

first loss against six wins in the

opening round in a 72—70
squeaker against Rio Grande.

In that first contest, Rio

Grande opened a 39—33 margin

at the half and stretched it to 10

points late in the game. The
Tigers rallied with 13

unanswered points to grab a 3

point lead with 4 : 00 remaining.

But the Tigers, hurt by a two

and a half week layoff in the

form of 26 turnovers,

committed four costly miscues

in the last two minutes to let the

lead slip away.

In the battle for third place,

the Tigers rebounded to swarm
over an outclassed Urbana team,

opening a 35—23 halftime lead

and maintaining that margin

until the final buzzer.

Harry Hoffman led the Tiger

scorers both nights with 20 and

18 points respectively, hitting

an outstanding 18 of 24 field

goal attempts in the two games.

Eddie Krenson had two fine

games totalling 17 points the

first night and 11 points, 13

rebounds, and 6 assists in the

third place victory.

Sewanee vs. Macmurray
Eddie Krenson, Charlie Little,

and Harry Hoffman combined

for 65 points as the Tigers easily

handled an outmanned
Macmurray squad 83—66 in

Jacksonville, 111. on January 9.

The hot-shooting Tigers

jumped to a 37—29 lead at the

midway point and behind a

phenomonal 86% second half

shooting percentage from the

floor (23 of 27) padded their

lead to the final margin.

Krenson finished with 26

points, Little totaled 20, and

Hoffman added 19 with John
Sublett contributing 8 points

along with 15 rebounds.

Sewanee vs. Principia

The rampaging Tigers

continued their holdiay road

campaign with a 91-63 scalping

of Principia on January 11 in

Elsah, 111.

Forward Eddie Krenson

exploded for 22 first half points

as the Tigers blew to an

imposing 53-29 halftime lead

advantage and Principia was left

fighting for second place as the

Tigers never let up on their

bewildered conference foe.

Tom Piggott's 15 points and

Charlie Little's 14 points and 8

assists complemented Krenson's

final total of 24 points.

Sewanee vs. Trevecca Nazarene

A balanced scoring attack led

by—who else?—Eddie Krenson

steamrolled Trevecca Nazarene

106—77 on Jan. 14 in Nashville.

The Tigers led by only nine

at halftime (47—38), but

exploded for 59 second half

points to scale the century mark

for the first time this season.

Krenson, playing before a

hometown crowd, poured in 20

points and passed out an

impressive 10 assists as he

continued his superb play.

Charlie Little added 16 points,

John Sublett had 15, freshman

Harry Cash pumped in 14 points

along with 8 rebounds, Tom
Piggott chipped in 1 3 points and

seven rebounds, and Peter

Lemonds added 11 points along

with 8 assists.

The MTSU JV Raiders
opened a commanding 40-16
halftime lead and then.

weathered a late Tiger rally to

post a 74-59 victory over the

Sewanee JV on January 19 in

Murfreesboro.

The Tigers behind Brad Fales

16 second half points pulled to

within 12 points at 64-52 with

3 : 30 remaining, but could draw

no closer as they had their

sec ond loss against two

victories. Fales led the Tiger

scorers with 18 points with

Larry Cash adding 13 and Harry

Cash and Steve Yount adding 10

each.

Chekhov
(Cont. from page 13)

Performance was a crucial

element of their training—in

four years they did some twenty

productions, ranging from the

Greeks to Shakespeare to

Moliere to Shaw to Jean Genet.

"The training," says Kahn, "is

based on the idea that if you can

do classical plays, you can do

other kinds of plays—although

the reverse is not true."

The 21 actors in the

company—whose average age is

25—play an enormous variety of

roles, from ingenue up to the

70s, with equal enthusiasm.

S&T Auto Parts
Stereo tape players

Winchester

Monteagle Supermarket

OPEN 7 DAYS -A WEEK-

«V
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Grapplers Defeat

Southern Tech

Women Netters
Smash Peay 8-1
The Women's Varsity Tennis

Team successfully opened its

spring season with a decisive 8-1

victory over Austin Peay

University on Friday, the

twenty-fourth.In singles each

Sewanee player was victorious.

Amy St. John defeated Mary

Covington 6-1, 6-3; Vickie

Johnston defeated Debbie

Graves 6-0, 6-1; Moppy Dimon
defeated Julie Carlson 6-0, 6-3;

Emily Butler defeated Laura

Gentry 6-1, 6-2; Teresa

Sanderson defeated Dab Hadley

6-1,6-0; and Lillibet Ziller won
her match by default.

In doubles competition

Sewanee won the number two

match by default. St. John and

St. Luke's Book Store

Card Sale: 5 cents each

Ziller playing number one

soundly defeated Covington

and Hadley 6-0, 6-0; and Austin

Peay's Graves and Gentry took

the match with Anne Armour

and Van Nixon of Sewanee with

a 6-4, 6-1 win.

Since Sewanee won fairly

easily over Austin Peay, it is

difficult to predict how the

Sewanee women's team will do

against stronger competition,

but Coach Leroy David is

expecting continued
improvement and success from

his team.

The next match, one of the

season's toughest, is February

28 against U.T.C. It will be held

in the Charlotte Guerry

Memorial Indoor Courts and

spectators are urged to come

and support the Sewanee

women's team. U.T.C.'s number

one player is Candy Reynolds,

who was ranked number one in

both the women's and girls' 18

divisions last year.

by Mike Flatt

The University of the South
wrestlers faced their stiffest

challenge of the young wrestling

season but hung on to claim a

27—24 decision over Southern

Tech Monday night. Clarence

Presha, Captain David Held, and

Tony Webb all remained

undefeated as the Tigers ran

their record to 3—0.

Presha, a 118 pound
sophomore from Jacksonville,

Florida got the purple grapplers

rolling with an 8—5 decision

over the Green Hornets' Mike

Schettino. Following the 126

pound bout in which Sewanee's

David Fleming was pinned, Lyn
Coleman recorded his second

pin of the season to put the

Tigers in front 9—6. Kelly

1 Wilson was pinned in the 142

pound class, but John

Whitaker's forfeit win put

Sewanee back on top by three,

15—12. David Walters lost his

first match of the season in the

158 division, but once again a

forfeit, this one to Held kept the

Tigers' lead at 21—18. Next

Webb recorded two near pins

before finally pinning Southern

Tech's Barry Jiske with 1:10

left in the second period. In the

190 pound class, probably the

most exciting match of the

evening, Nashville's Kevin

Marchetti roared to an 8—2 lead

in the second period before

losing a disappointing 9—8

decision in the final seven

seconds to the Green Hornets'

Mike Steed. Heavyweight Bill

Jordan lost a tough 7 —5

decision to T.R. Tonny. You
might recall Tonny as the fellow

who mysteriously suffered a jaw

injury last year while wrestling

Steve Higgins and eventually

defaulted.

Sewanee next goes to

Atlanta to face Georgia Tech,
Colgate, and Virginia Tech in a

quadrangular meet. They do not
return home until February 12
when the Blue Raiders of

Middle Tennessee State

University, a member of the

Ohio Valley Conference, come
to Juhan Gymnasium.

118 Presha(S) dec.
Schettino(ST) 8—5; 126
Reed(ST) pinned Fleming(S)

4:33; 134 Coleman(S) pinned

Laudin(ST) 1:09; 142 Bone
(ST) pinned Wilson(S) 2:42;

150 Whitaker(S) forfeit; 158
Howland(ST) pinned Walters(S)

2:03; 167 Held(S) forfeit; 177
Webb(S) pinned Jiske(ST) 3:10;

190 Steed(ST) dec.
Marchetti(S) 9—8; Heavy'

Tonny(ST) dec. Jordan(S)7—5.

Coleman pins to win.

Roth To Speak At St. Lukes

Monteagle Dairy Queen
8:00 A.M.-10:00 P.M.

Under New Management

Phoebe and Don Underhill
<JE>

The Samuel Marshall Beattle

Lectures at the School of

Theology of the University of

the South will be delivered

Tuesday and Wednesday,

February 18 and 19, by Dr.

Robert P. Roth in the lounge of

St. Luke's Hall. He will speak at

8:00 both evenings, and the

public is welcome without

charge. His topic is "Theology

and Story."

Dr. Roth is dean of

Northwestern Lutheran
Tehological Seminary in St.

Paul, Minn., where he has taught

since 1961. He is the author of

STORY AND REALITY, and

of commentaries on I and II

Peter and the Acts of the

Apostles.

Dr. Roth is the author of

numerous articles in church

periodicals, has lectured at

convocations, and held an

AATS Fellowship for research

in this country and abroad on
theology and literature. He
received an honorary D.D.

degree from Toanoke College in

1958.

He has served on the

General Editorial Committee of

the NEW INTERNATIONAL
BIBLE.

Valley Liquors

We Are First In Cowan

You Are Our First Concern

Just Across The Railroad Tracks

Phone: 932-7063

SkiersTakeThird
The University of the South

ski team finished third out of 20

colleges in the Intercollegiate

Challenge Slalom race in Aspen,

Colo. Jan.9. Appalachian State

FOR YOUR HARDWARE
AND HOUSEHOLD NEEDS-

CHECK

B&G
Supply Store

University won first place, and

Dubuque University was

second, .05 second ahead of

Sewanee.

Nelson Puett of Austin, Tex.,

Sewanee sophomore, finished

fifth in the field of 90 skiers to

lead his team, with Marshall

Cassedy of Tallahassee number

14. Also racing for Sewanee

were Randy Klose of Sari

Antonio, Ellis Misner of

Memphis and Dick Raney of

Atlanta. Dr. Hugh Caldwell

coached the team.

Colleges finishing down the

list from Sewanee were Tucson,

fourth; Northern Michigan,

fifth; Arizona State, Vanderbilt

and Purdue.
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PURPLE Interview

Petty Comments On Season
by Richard Neal

This week the Purple

interviewed Sewanee basketball

coach Mac Petty in an attempt

to bring to the surface the

reasons for the great success of

the team so far this season.

PURPLE: With a team that is

made up of essentially the same

personnel as last year what is the

for thi

turnaround?

PETTY: Well, I guess it's

probably experience. We had

this same group when we won
eight out of nine games last year

at the end of the season. And at

that time we were 3-10 when we
won those last eight out of nine

and I'd say that that makes the

biggest difference. Our schedule

this year, I think, is a little easier

— not playing-wise, but as far as

schedule-wise is concerned. The
teams aren't easier but the fact

that last year we only had three

games before the break and then

we came back after a month
being off and tried to go down
to Florida and play some teams

Turnovers have hurt us

some. But as far as any real

weakness, there hasn Y been

much ofany.

completely out of our league

and got us off to the wrong
start. This year it's a little bit

different. Now we're playing

some people that we can

compete against and do a pretty

good job with.

PURPLE : What are the

strengths and weaknesses of this

year's club?

PETTY: Well, as far as the

strength is concerned I think

that it's team play. Basically, we
don't have an individual that

does all the scoring. One night

one person, two persons, or

three persons may do a good job

and then the next night they

might not and the other three or

four people pick up in the

scoring category. I don't think

any team can key on any certain

individuals and stop us. As far as

a weakness is concerned I think

we may have seen it the other

night with Maryville. We just

couldn't seem to get the bucket

to tie us or get us right in the ball

game at one certain time and
that's the first that's happened

It's one of the best

starts, Vm sure, Sewanee
has ever known.

to us this year. Turnovers have
hurt us some. But as far as any
real weakness, there hasn't been
much of any.

PURPLE: What is the
physical status of the team at

this point?

PETTY: Everyone seems to
be fine. Harry Hoffman is still

recuperating from the flu that
he had last week and hasn't

gained his strength yet. When
we played at Tusculum I didn't

start him and he came off the

bench and did a heck of a job,

but their floor was smaller and
he had had quite a bit of rest. I

think now that they're coming
back to school this will be
different too. It's a whole new
thing than what we've been
doing while we were on the road

during the Christmas break.

PURPLE: We are of the

understanding that you have

been contacted in some way by
the Division III of the NCAA.
Can you elaborate on this?

PETTY: Well, first of all we
received a booklet and a

questionnaire, more or less, to

fill out which I think they send

to all the division schools

wanting to know if they would
be interested in participating in

the NCAA Division III

championships, which we were
enthusiastically ready to accept

and send back to them. Then
Monday following the Friday

we received that booklet and
questionnaire, we received a

letter from the Assistant Special

Events Director. It was a

personal letter to Coach Bryant
saying that because of our
statistics it looks like we could
have a chance to participate in

the NCAA Division III if we are

interested, but that we had to

do some things by sending

statistics to him and
information about our team.
The only thing that bothers me
is that we lose to Maryville and
people kind of get down in one
ball game and here we are 11-2.

We expect to go on and
continue to win.

It's one of the best starts, I'm
sure, Sewanee basketball has

ever known. We had a great

season two years ago but our
start wasn't like that. These
fellas haven't changed, they just

had an off night. We expect to

go on and continue to win. It

takes confidence throughout;

not only in the team but the

people that are supporting it.

But I figure that if we can have a

good record they will consider

us for a NCAA bid.

PURPLE: Have you been
pleased with the fan support so

far?

PETTY: Well this last

Tuesday, the Maryville game,
was tremendous. I was really

pleased. I think that we can
please them. I was sorry and I'm
sure the players were upset and I

think that that might have been
part of the reason we lost the

ball game. There are so many
variables that come into contact

as far as the game is concerned.

It's not just the playing, it's the

mental preparation that's

important. They realized that

they hadn't been at home for

seven ball games and they were
6-1 on the road and they knew
that they wanted to do a good

job for the crowd that would be

here. I think they were just

anxious about it. Lots of times

this makes you play a little

differently than you normally

would. But as far as being

pleased, I was very pleased with

last Tuesday night. I hope it

doesn't fall off just because we
lost that one ball game.

PURPLE: Do you have any
figures on percentages
team-wise and individually?

PETTY: I don't have them
from after the Maryville game
but I know that as a team we're

still averaging a 14 point margin

of victory. We're averaging

around 79 points a game and the

teams are averaging around 65

points a game, which is good
too. Offensively, the shooter:

Eddie Krenson is averaging close

to 17 points a game, Harry

.../ figure that if we can

have a good record they will

consider us for a NCAA
bid.

Hoffman is at 15, Charlie Little

is at around 12, John Sublett's

around 12, Tom Piggot's around

9. From the field we're shooting

very well. Now the other night

we only shot 45% but the last

few ball games before that we
were shooting well over 50%.

our team field goal shooting has

really been good. Our foul

shooting has been pretty good.

It wasn't that good the other

night but we aren't going to try

anything to improve it. It's a

mental thing. It's a

concentration factor that the

fellas have to improve on. But as

far as statistics are concerned

we're way ahead of what we
were last year and two years

ago, too.

PURPLE: What is your
outlook for the remainder of

the season?

PETTY: Well, pretty much
the same as it was at the first of

the season — optimistic. Except

a little bit more toward the

It's not just the playing,

it*s the mental preparation

that
y

s important.

winning side of optimism
because of what they've done so

far, being 1 1-2. If anyone would
have asked me at the first of the

season if we'd have been 11-2 at

Vm very pleased with

the players and the job that

they *ve done.

this time I would have had to

say, "I don't know." I couldn't

have told them. But they've

done a heck of a job considering

those road trips and road games
and everything. They've played

some fine basketball teams and
they've done a good job with

those fine teams.

PURPLE: Is there anything
else you'd like to add?

PETTY: I'm very pleased

with the players and the job that

they've done. I hope that we can

continue to represent the

University of the South the way
we have in the pst ball games
and I think people will be proud
of us, too.

SEASON TO DATE
Sewanee 85 David Lipscomb 74
Sewanee 78 Rose-Hulman 65
Sewanee 81 Southwestern 61
Sewanee 62 Rose-Hulman 51
Sewanee 80 Kenyon 7

1

Sewanee 74 Eckard67
Rio Grande 72 Sewanee 70
Sewanee 71 Urbana 58
Sewanee 83 Macmurray 66
Sewanee 91 Principia 63
Sewanee 82 Tusculum 68
Sewanee 106 . Trevecca77
Maryville 59 Sewanee 56

To John Flynn: In Tribute

For those of us who have
followed sports at Sewanee for

the last few years, John Flynn
was -a familiar name. John was
buried this week, the victim of a

freak accident. His death, I

think, touched us all. John was a

good athlete. If I had a dollar for

every jump shot that he hit over

me and every pass he caught
while trying to defend against

him, I could probably retire.

We'll miss John as those of us
who knew Mike Smith have
missed him since his death this

John was easy to know. I

counted him as a friend of mine
as did almost everyone who
knew him. He gave to Sewanee
his time and talents and sought

little in return. He loved IMs and

was a constant participant in

various sports for his fraternity,

yet he found time to aid in other

school activities.

I doubt if John would have

wanted too much
sentimentality or flowery

statements about him. Sewanee

has suffered a great loss. For

myself, I'll miss him greatly.

Tom Quattlebaum

The University Supply Store

GIGANTIC CLEARANCE SALE

Poetry Prize
to be awarded by the editors of "MOUNTAIN SUMMER"

An award of $50 will be given to the Sewanee undergraduate
who submits the winning poem. Poems of 48 lines or less will be
considered and an individual may submit as many entries as he
wishes. Judging will be done by a panel of three faculty members
and the "Mountain summer" editors.

*Poems should be typed, if possible

*Entires should be sent to Mountain Summer Editors

c/o Dr. Waring McCrady, SPO 1227.

Entries must be received on or by April 15, 1975.

*The winning entry and others chosen from the other

submissions will be published in th e 1975 Mountain Summer

"MOUNTAIN SUMMER" is on sale at the St. Luke's Bookstore

and the University Supply store.
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Women's Sports Outlook:

Participation At All Levels
by Betsy Cox

A wide range of sports

activities, both on the

competitive and the
recreational level, is available

for women students this

semester. Most of these athletic

programs • are already well

underway.

On the varsity level, the

women's tennis team is off to a

promising start with a win over

Austin Peay last Friday. Fifteen

girls are out for the team, and
they are coming to three

scheduled practices per week
along with individual practices

and challenge matches on their

own time. Coach Leroy David

has schedule ten matches for the

spring season, the more difficult

of which he expects to be

Vanderbilt, Furman, and U.T.C.

With two freshmen playing

among the top six, this year's

team should be stronger and
have more depth than last year

when they had a winning season

and took third place in the state

meet. The women's team seems
to have the talent, support, and
dedication to make this season

into another successful one.

Gymnastics is the other

varsity sport offered this

semester for women. A short

but intensive season is planned
for the Sewanee gymnasts. The
first meet is at home on
February 7 with three teams
competing. Six meets will be
participated in by the Sewanee
team before the state meet
which will be held here on
March 7 and 8. The team
members have been working
out since January 16 with two
individual and two team
practices each week. Of the

eight-member team, four girls

are returning as seasoned

performers and the four others

are incoming students with
much potential. Coach Martha
Swasey has hopes for a season of
fine performances.

Basketball and synchronized
swimming, two other women's
team sports this semester at

Sewanee are classified as

extra-mural instead of varsity.

This means that they have
volunteer coaches and that they
are in a beginning
developmental stage. These
extra-mural teams compete in

inter-collegiate competition ju«t

as varsity do, but the
extra-mural teams are less

highly structured and have a

minimal competitive schedule.

Women's basketball at

Sewanee has expanded from
playing one game last year to a

schedule of six games for the
winter season. Coach Reggie
Rucker has been putting the

women through practices five

times a week since the fall. A
couple of pre-season games, one
with the Sewanee Academy and
one with a tough, community
college, Rome State, were
played in the fall. Women's
inter-collegiate basketball is

played as five-man basketball

with no back court. Currently,

coaches decide on use of

experimental rules before each

game. One such example of an

experimental rule is the option

to play two twenty minute

halves or the standard four

eight-minute quarters.

Twelve girls are on the team,

five sophomores and seven

freshmen, and their first game
will be February 3 with Bryan

College. Toughness, endurance,

and skill are demanded in

women's basketball, and with

the excellent potential Rucker
has to work with this could be a

good season for the women.
Synchronized swimming has

attracted a dedicated group of

twelve women. The team is

divided into an A team and a B
team and both groups hold

work-outs twice a week for two
hour stretches. A clinic will be

held here with Memphis State in

March or April and at least two
meets are being planned for the

season, one with Mississippi

State Univ. for Women and the

other with M.T.S.U. The grace,

endurance, agility, and
coordination that it takes for

synchronzied swimming are

especially fitted to the strong

characteristics women have for

sports. Competition . in the

meets includes both team
routines and individual stunt

competition. Coach Paul Martin

has done an excellent job with

the women in past meets, and
the main difficulty with the

Sewanee team seems to be

finding enough synchronized

swim teams with which they can

compete.
Sewanee women are also

active this semester in canoeing.

Lake Odonell is serving as the.

practice area for the twelve to

fourteen girls on the canoe

team. Coach Hugh Caldwell has

scheduled the first race for

March 16 on the Locust Fork
River in North Alabama and

plans also to compete again in

the Atlanta Dogwood Festival

race. The Sewanee team has

several strong women canoers:

Debbie Robinson and Diane

McPherson are the current

Southeastern Inter-Collegiate

Champions, Cathy Potts is Dean
Puckette's able partner in the

mixed tandem race, and Greer

Edwards will be closing out her

collegiate canoeing career this

season. Because of the talent

and hard work of the women
canoers Coach Caldwell is

expecting more titles to be won
this spring.

The Sewanee Ski Team
presently has only one female
member, Anne Yates, and
Coach Caldwell is looking for at

least one more experienced
woman skier for the team. The
Southeastern Conference races

have begun, and there will be
one race each week until the

Skiing Championship. For
beginning as well as experienced

skiers the Sewanee Skiing and
Outing Club will be holding

several skiing trips this winter
which are open to the entire

student body. The first skiing

trip will be on the first

Wednesday study day, February
12, to a place to be announced.

For recreational fun, several

clubs sponsored by the

Women's Athletic Department
are open to women this

semester. A Fencing Club
taught by Reba Williams meets
on Sunday afternoons. Mrs.

Swasey holds an exercise class

for interested students on
Wednesday afternoons. At 4:15
on Thursday afternoons,

Sewanee women can run with
Mrs. Berryman's Track Club. A
social dancing club begins on

Thursday January 30 at 7:00
p.m. in the dance studio and will

continue until spring break.

Mrs. Swasey is teaching old

Riding Program
A course in stable

management offered by the

University Equestrian Center

will meet on Thursday evenings -

from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the

classroom in the Juhan

Gymnasium. The first class

meeting is tonight. College and

Academy students as well as the

Sewanee community are eligible

to take the course.

Mrs. Alice Garland is the

instructor and those planning to

attend the course should

contact her at 598-0174. It is

important to contact her before

coming to class so there will be

enough materials available for

all students. The only charge for

the course is a $5 tuition fee to

help cover materials and film for

those students not already

enrolled as full-time riders in the

Sewanee riding program.

Register for Free Beer being given away every

hour every evening starting at 6:00

Free pitcher given away at 9:00 each Friday night

Tiger Bay
Dark beer now available

HAPPY HOUR-4:00 to 6:00
Friday and Tuesday before Wednesday

Study Days
LADIES NIGHT Monday 4:00 to 11:00

favorites such as the jitterbug,

Charleston, and Shag in

addition to basic dance steps.

For those interested in tennis

Amy St. John and Moppy
Dimon, two top members of the

women's varsity tennis team,

are beginning a Tennis Club on

Monday and Wednesday
afternoons at 1:00-2:00 p.m.

Later in the semester

intramurals will begin for

women in softball and

badmitton.

The outlook for the semester

is encouraging for good seasons

in each area of women's athletic

competition. There . are also

plenty of opportunities for

participation in
non-competitive athletic

activities, and it is hoped that

women students will take

advantage of all of these.

Women's Sports

Schedules
WOMEN'S VARSITY

GYMNASTICS SCHEDULE

DATE OPPONENT PLACE
February 7 U.T. Martin Sewanee

February 7 Miss. St. College for Women Sewanee

February 11 U. of Ala. at Birmingham Birmingham

February 15 M.T.S.U. Murfreesboro

February 21 Peabody Nashville

February? 21 Georgia College Nashville

February 28 Jefferson State Birmingham

March 7 & 8 State Meet Sewanee

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE

DATE
February 3

February 5

February 12

February 19

February 25

February 26

OPPONENT
Bryan College

Montlow St.

U. of Ala. at Birmingham

Bryan College

M.T.S.U.

Covenant

PLACE
Dayton, Tenn.

Sewanee

Birmingham
Sewanee

Murfreesboro

Sewanee

WOMEN'S VARSITY TENNIS SCHEDULE

DATE
January 24

February 28

March 1

March 15

April 4

April 5

April 10

April 18

April 19.

OPPONENT PLACE
Austin Peay Sewanee

U.T. Chattanooga Sewanee

M.T.S.U. Sewanee

Tennessee Tech Sewanee

Furman Sewanee

Vanderbilt Sewanee

M.T.S.U. Murfreesboro

Memphis State Memphis

Delta State Memphis

Mountain Restaurant

John and Betty Ladd—Owners
"Home-cooked Meals"

The Lemon Fair
-EPISCOPAL CHURCH SEAL
-UNIVERSITY SEAL
-SEWANEE TIGER

IN NEEDLEPOINT
WE CAN SHOW YOU HOW AT

The Lemon Fair

TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY
12:00 to 5:00 598-0334



\^ar after year,

semester after

semester, the

CollegeMaster"

from Fidelity

Union Life has
been the most
accepted, most
popular plan on
campuses all

overAmerica.

Find out why.
Call the

Fidelity Union
CollegeMaster®

Field Associate
in your area:
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SAE'S Favored

In Basketball

CbUegeMaster

The peach basket is back up
once again for the maniacs who
play the game of IM basketball.

It all started Monday when the

Indys and KAs got the season
under way. Once again the
strong teams will be the Betas,

KAs, ATOs, and Indys, but the
top dog should in the end prove
to be the SAEs.

SAE
For the first time in several

years the SAEs will field a really

strong team. The line up should

encourage other teams to stay in

bed. Led by former varsity leter

winner Ray Bowden and team

member Bill Scoggs, the talent is

overwhelming. Add to this big

Dudley West and two starters

from last year, Frank Wills and

Joe Delozier and the

combination is unmatched.

Their bench will also be one of

the best in the league.

KA
John Scovil is gone and the

KAs will be a weaker team

without him. Bobby Coleman

and Doc Beam return and in

them they have two of the best

leapers in the league. Inside

John Corder will have to have

improved play. Their freshmen

go under the gun right away and

their abilities should decide the

KA's finish.

ATO
The ATOs have the same

problems that the KAs face, if

one should call it a problem.

They have two fine ballplayers

in Dennis Hejna and John

Upperco. Freshmen should

prove to be the difference if

they are to make a run at the top

spot.

Betas

Roger Ross is back along

with Swymer, Funk, Lotzia,

and Alley. The new addition

may be freshman Mark Stanton.

The Betas will feature an

outstanding inside game but the

inability to connect from

outside may hurt them. Look
for the Betas in the playoffs and

with some luck in the finals.

Indys

Organization is always a vital

question with the
Independents. The talent is

once again there. Hank Rast is

one of the surest guards in the

league. The rest of the starting

five may change from game to

game but look for Holland West

and Johnny Walters. Freshmen

will also play an important role.

Iskra

Much of what has been said

about the Independents applies

to Iskra. I have not seen them

play but Bill Gregg is back. Size

is one thing that will help them.

Quickness appears to be the

main weakness along with a

weak outside game.

Delts

The Delts will have an

abundance of quickness but

lack of size inside will hurt

them. Freshman Dave Hulbert

will have to carry the inside

play. The ability of the defense

to force the tempo of the game

will determine any chances that

the Delts have.

LCA
Jeff Parr and Rick Neal are

back but so are the same

problems from last year. The

Chops cannot match-up against

any of the better teams in the

league. They too will have to

control the games tempo in

order to win.

PDT
"Gone are the days" may be

the song to be a hit at the Phi

House. Zack Hutto cannot do it

all and he may have to for the

Phis to win. Perhaps there is

some freshman talent around

but this appears a wait-til-next

year season.

SN
The Nus will be quick and

small. Any chances they have

will come from their guards. Jim

Flowers will have to be

outstanidng for the Nus to win.

Watch out for the freshmen.

They could be the key to the

season.
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Draining Of Lakes Helps

To Control Algae
Many students returning

from Christmas vacation were

startled to find the numerous
campus lakes drained to within

a few feet of their normal

depths. However, the draining

was a Forestry Department
project, under the Supervision

of Dr. Charles Cheston, and was

not the result of a leak in the

Mountain, as had been rumored.

The main purpose in draining

the lakes was to facilitate better

water conditions, with special

regard to such recreational

a c t i vities as fishing and
swimming. By substantially

lowering the water level, much
of the algae and water plants

normally sub merged are

Elect Who's Who

Ml

Lake Cheston?

Who's Who status has been

attained by 23 seniors in the

College of Arts and Sciences at

the University of the South in

Sewanee. The volume, "Who's
Who Among Students in

American Universities and

Colleges," lists campus leaders

all over the country, and
summarizes their biographies,

accomplishments and
distinctions.

The Sewanee group includes

Office Elections Planned
Elections for Second Chapel Council vacar

Semester Delegate Assembly be filled are: one sophc

positions and Chapel Council serve a one semester term, and

vacancies have been scheduled, one junior to serve a three

Delegate Assembly dorm tester term. Nominating

representatives must have Petitions signed by 25 class,

nominating petitions signed by

ten dorm residents. St. Lukes,

Seldon, Sewanee Inn and
Phillips residents must have the

members must be submitted to

the Registrar's Office by noon
Thursday, February 6.

Delegate Assembly at-large

and Chapel Council elections

will begin on Friday February 7.

Party Weekend

John Armistead of Charlotte,

N.C., Ed Brewer of Nashville,

Tenn., Bob Coleman of

Spartanburg, S.C., David Cordts

of Abilene, Tex., Bill Daniels of

Monticello, Ark., Greer

Edwards of Lincoln, 111., Jeff

Gill of Savannah, Ga.

Susan Griffin of Lexington,

Ky., Dale Grimes of Memphis,
Tenn., Nancy Guerard of San
Antonio, Tex., Kevin Harper of

Hendersonville, Tenn., Ruth
Heimburg of Huntsville, Ala.,

Dennis Hejna of Cicero, 111.,

Cornelia Hood of Florence,

Ala., Harley Lee of Chappaqua,
N.Y.

John Mackersie of Ormond
Beach, Fla., Gene Mechling of

Aspen, Colo., Patricia

McLaughlin of Charlotte, N.C.,

Tad McWhirter of Nashville,

Tenn., George Taylor of

Prattville, Ala., Gordo Watson
of Loudon, Tenn., Holland West
of Canton, N.C., and Ann
Young of Fayetteville.Tenn.

exposed to the air and
consequently destroyed. During
the winter months, the effect of
freezing weather is an additional

asset in killing off the unwanted
vegetation.

The lakes were drained soon
after the University closed for

the Christmas .holidays.

Drainage valves set into the dam
at the end of each lake were
opened, and the water emptied
into small streams adjoining the

dams. Careful attention was
paid to the level of water
allowed to remain in the lakes,

to prevent the fish from being
lost. Lakes O'Donnel and
Jackson were the only major
lakes not drained, as they are

prime water sources for the

Sewanee community. A few
very small lakes not equipped
with drainage devices were also

left full.

The lakes will refill gradually

due to the natural action of the

water sheds surrounding the

various lakes. At the present,

the lakes are expected to reach

their normal levels around the

middle of February. Dr.

Cheston expressed the hope
that cleaning the lakes now will

show a definite improvement in

conditions of the water during

the spring and summer. Lake
Cheston is normally drained

every year. However, when
water conditions become
particularly bad, all of the lakes

are drained in an attempt to

control the over growth.

signature of 5 residents. These

petitions must be submitted to

the proctor no later than

midnight Monday, February 3.

Elections will be held in the

dorms that week.

D el egate Assembly
representatives will be elected ai

large from each clast

Nominating petitions for these

positions must be signed by 25

class members and turned in to

the Registrars Office by noon
Thursday, February 6.

(Cont. from page 1)

highlighted by the music of the

Ozones Rangers and grain

punch will be served.

Saturday morning will find

the Lambda Chi's partying with

Bloody Marys and Screwdrivers.

Radio Flyer will be the band
playing at the Lambda Chi

House beginning that evening at

9:00 p.m. Grain punch will be

served.

As is customary for

Placement News
A rep r es entative from

Opryland, U.S.A. will be
recruiting on campus Thursday,

February 6 from 9 am to 4:00
pm. Make an appointment in

the Placement Office.

Applications for summer
j o bs in Yellowstone are

available in the Placement

Office.

A series of departmental

presentations will begin on
February 4. These offerings are

primarily to aid freshmen and
sophomores in their exploration
of a choice of major. Anyone m
the student body is welcome. It

is hoped that students will

attend several seminars to gain

knowledge of courses offered

which may be of interest to

them.

Wanted: College Sophomore
or Junior as Campus
Representative. Place Posters on
campus and maintain them; get

paid for each tear-off post card

rrturned. Simple! Write and

send brief autobiography about

work, academic and travel

history to: Ms. Neeraum,
American Institute for Foreign

Study, 102 Greenwich Ave.,

Green wich, Conn. 06830

A summer of service in

Britain is being offered by the

Winantand Clayton Volunteers,

Inc. Application deadline is

January 31. See the Placement
Office for further details.

A Graduate Management
School's Recruiting Fair is being

"held in Atlanta at Stouffer's Inn

February 6-8. There will be 42
prominent graduate schools

participating. This is an

excellent opportunity for

students to compare programs

and interview with schools who
do not come to Sewanee.

Posters on the Bulletin board in

the SPO and Cleveland

Memorial list the schools

sending representatives. This

opportunity will be especially

valuable to juniors and seniors.

Fraternity will have its medieval

banquet for members and their

dates. At 11 a.m. Saturday the

Phi's will have mixers available

for Screwdrivers and Bloody
Marys. For $3 stag or $5 drag

students can dance to the music

of River at the Phi House.

x With a ticket dancers can

enter the Sigma Nu House and

hear the music of Vegetable on
Saturday night. The Sigma Nu's

will have vodka punch for their

refreshments.

The Chi Psi's in an effort to

take advantage of the winter

season will be abandoning

Sewanee for a skiing excursion

toGatlinburg.

The SAE's will have juke box

music to accompany their

partying on Saturday night.

Due to the efforts of the

Inter-Fraternity Council and

specifically the work of Ray
Bowden, this year's Midwinters

may be the best party weekend
on the Mountain in many years.

PRIVATE PARTIES AVAILABLE

SUNDAY BUFFET
MON. - WED. - THURS. - FRI. LUNCHEON SPECIAL

$1.75 plus tax
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